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FROM THE AADA CEO

David Blackhall
AADA CEO

It is that time of the year when we reflect 
on where it went.

I thought a report card might encapsulate 
some of our efforts and their effectiveness.

Add-on Commissions

At the time of writing our fate on certain 
insurance add-on product commissions 
has been determined. To quote our 
external legal advisors, the insurance 
companies who devised and exhorted our 
arrangements with them have “thrown us 
under a bus”.

We should remember their fickle loyalties 
as we go forward. Our ability to convince 
the ACCC that the insurance offer to them 
was unreasonable and probably of little or 
no consumer benefit fell on deaf ears.  
Mark: C

This final issue of our Automotive 
Dealer Magazine for 2016 is crammed 
with important information that 

should be read by every franchised new car 
Dealer in Australia. 

As you’ve all heard me say many times 
during the year, we are living through a 
period of unprecedented intervention in 
our businesses. All five of our revenue 
streams are under stress from external 
forces of one kind or another. 

In the last 100 years technical disruption 
in and of itself has never been enough to 
bring our industry to its knees; we’re far too 
adaptive and resilient for that. 

FROM THE AADA CHAIRMAN

Terry Keating
AADA Chairman

Flex Commissions

We still await ASIC’s announcement on flex 
commissions. Whatever the outcome, our 
policy team, including co-opted Dealers, 
have put enormous energy and resources 
into this agenda item. Certainly ASIC now 
have a very much better understanding 
of the whole issue. Whatever we get could 
not be worse than the initial proposals 
and, if understanding and equity account 
for anything, we should get a reasonable 
outcome.  
Mark: A

ACCC Market Study

Much work has gone into this issue as well. 
We were given three weeks to respond 
in depth to 50 questions, some of which 
were months in the making. Very much a 
mid-2017 issue now but a great effort by our 
team.  
Mark: A

Membership 

Always top of my mind. By 1 January we 
will have arrangements in place with every 
franchise with a volume above about one 
per cent of the market. This has been very 
time-intensive in negotiating, and slower 
than we would have liked. The plus is that 
from 2017 we will truly represent almost 
every Dealer in the country, if not in all of 
their franchises at least in some.  
Mark: B

Secretariat

Our staff resources are severely over-
stretched and overworked. In the new year 
we will announce incremental changes 
commensurate with our funding growth.  
Mark: A+

Finally, to all our members who 
contributed by meeting with politicians or 
regulators, all of us appreciate the time and 
expertise you have contributed.

May you all have an enjoyable and safe 
festive season!

However, when digital disruption combines 
with new innovative business models in 
tandem with aggressive regulatory agendas 
focused on delivering a preconceived result, 
the impact can be severe – particularly for 
the lowest performing 20% of Dealers. 

In an attempt to help you see through the 
future fog and avoid being in that bottom 
20%, we offer you in this edition articles 
from experienced industry writers covering 
all the relevant issues, as well as detailed 
policy outlines from our Secretariat staff. 
We cover developments in new retailing 
models, vehicle electrification and 
automation, and what’s happening with 
franchised new car Dealers in the world’s 
largest automotive market: China. 

We also give you the benefit of thought-
provoking articles on leadership and spatial 
economics and updated insights from our 
legal and accounting partners. 

For those of you who have not yet done so, 
I recommend you review the AADA Study 
Tour to next year’s NADA Convention in 
New Orleans. I will be attending and hope 
to see you joining our group. 

Finally, allow me to wish you all personally 
the very best for the holiday season. May 
you spend it peacefully in the company of 
those you love and care about. 

To borrow from the famous words of 
American theologian, Rienhold Niebuhr, 
let’s all wish that our leaders, local and 
global, will have the courage in 2017 to 
change the things that need changing, 
the good sense to leave alone the things 
that do not, and the wisdom to know the 
difference. 

Best personal wishes!
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AADA believes dealers are the unfair 
targets of an insurance cartel’s 
bid to cap commissions. We have 

responded to an application to the ACCC 
by a group of insurance companies that 
want to be able to limit commissions and 
other payments to dealers.

The application sought authorisation on 
behalf of themselves and potentially other 
insurers to implement a proposal that will 
limit the commissions and other payments 
or benefits paid to the distributors of ‘add-
on’ insurance products through the motor 
vehicle dealership channel. 

Applicants

• Aioi Nissay Dowa Insurance Company 
Australia Pty Ltd

• Allianz Australia Insurance Limited 
and Allianz Australia Life Insurance 
Limited

• Eric Insurance Limited
• Hallmark General Insurance 

Company Ltd and Hallmark Life 
Insurance Company Ltd

• Insurance Australia Group Limited
• CGU Insurance Limited
• Swann Insurance (Aust) Pty Limited 

and Insurance Australia Limited
• QBE Insurance (Australia) Limited 
• St Andrew’s Life Insurance Pty 

Limited
• Suncorp Life & Superannuation 

Limited
• MTA Insurance Limited and AAI 

Limited
• Virginia Surety Company Inc.

 
The applicants proposed to enter into a 
contract, arrangement or understanding 
that will limit commissions to 20 per cent 

of premiums, for up to 10 years unless 
superseded by another mechanism.

AADA response

AADA has a number of concerns that the 
insurers’ proposal seeking authorisation 
to engage in cartel behaviour by proposing 
a 20 per cent cap under the Code will not 
result in any significant public benefit and 
is likely to have unintended consequences.

The insurers’ proposal is simplistic 
and arbitrary; not subject to regulatory 
enforcement; and in a number of aspects 
takes advantage of ASIC’s in-principle 
letter of support of 22 August 2016. The 
proposal, AADA believes, maintains 
insurers’ margins on their products to 
the private detriment of the motor vehicle 
dealership channel without any significant 
public benefit.

AADA believes the regulators are not 
taking an even-handed approach when they 
claim “car yard” insurance is failing the 
public.

Without understanding and assessing the 
independently produced data from APRA 
they demonstrate a stereotypical bias 
against franchised motor dealers and the 
industry franchised dealers manage, which 
contributes two per cent of the Australian 
GDP.

We are not “car yard operators”. As 
described by the regulators, we are 
franchised motor dealers who act as 
intermediaries through which insurance 
companies acquire and retain customers. 
Selling insurance at the time of a new 
car purchase creates a customer for the 
insurance company and the possibility of 

selling other insurance products.

Intermediaries allow Insurance companies 
to access customer channels, paid for and 
managed by the intermediary.

Nearly half of all insurance products sold 
in Australia last year are motor vehicle 
related. This means franchised motor 
dealers have control of a very important 
channel for the insurance industry. Last 
year the insurance industry paid $3.5 
billion commission to all intermediaries. 
These are legitimate acquisition costs. In 
the same period they spent $2.5 billion 
on acquisition costs through their own 
call centres. In other words they pay more 
to intermediaries to do work acquiring 
insurance business than they spend 
themselves. This is not unique to Australia; 
it applies all over the world.

An interesting analysis from the 
independent APRA data is the commission 
paid by the insurers to intermediaries, 
expressed as a percentage of gross written 
premiums.

As ASIC and the ACCC are focusing 
on commission paid to car dealers, the 
statistics you would think would show an 
anomaly in that area. Two separate APRA 
quarters are shown below which indicates 
travel insurance is the highest commission 
paid and the bank enforced mortgage 
insurance is masked for confidentiality 
reasons?

Remember we introduce a number of 
insurance products to the new car owner 
who then for the most part stay with that 
insurer for life and possibly buy other non-
motor insurance.

FAIR GO:  
AADA RESPONDS TO ACCC INSURERS 
CARTEL AUTHORISATION APPLICATION
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Competitive disadvantage

The insurers’ application also places 
motor vehicle dealers at a competitive 
disadvantage where identical products 
(not subject to the 20 per cent cap) are 
distributed through other channels. This 
disadvantage will result in a detrimental 
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impact on consumers because it will 
limit the competition for price on those 
insurance products and impact on the 
channel through which competitively 
priced insurance can be offered.

AADA concluded in its submission that 
the insurers’ proposed cap of 20 per cent 
is arbitrarily referenced to the legislative 
cap on consumer credit insurance (CCI) 
and is not supported by evidence from 
the insurers or ASIC to support their 
assertions of public benefit flowing from 
their conduct. There is nothing to suggest 
that the cap will result in lower prices for 
consumers and could lead to higher prices 
in the longer term in a less competitive 
market.

No consultation

ASIC’s review of add-on insurance 
products was conducted over a three-year 
period (2013-15 financial years) and at 
no time during that period was AADA 
consulted or invited to comment. We 
understand ASIC has been engaged in 
confidential discussions with the insurance 
industry for many months without 
consulting with AADA. This has resulted in 
an imbalance in the information provided 
to ASIC, and the assessment by it of 
relevant facts and issues.

AADA submitted that the insurers’ 
proposals do not address ASIC’s concerns, 
will not result in any significant public 
benefit and gives rise to unintended 
consequences. In particular, the insurers’ 
proposals seek a continuation of access to 
the motor vehicle dealership channel but 
does:

• not resolve the issue of reverse 
competition

• not capture all the channels through 
which their identical products are 
distributed

• include comprehensive motor vehicle 
insurance

• not justify 20 per cent as an 
appropriate cap

• not propose a realistic transitional 
period

• not propose other measures to address 
concerns.

 
Reverse competition

ASIC identified ‘reverse competition’ 
where insurers’ compete on price paid to 
a car dealer in commissions to buy access 
to distribution channels, which increases 
the cost to consumers and decreases 
consumer-driven competition. Transparent 
pricing was identified as another key 
feature that enables consumer-driven price 
competition.

The insurers’ proposals do nothing to 
address either of these issues. Further, the 
proposals do not create any mechanism to 
force savings from the proposed cap to be 
passed through to consumers. 

Unless the insurers propose to engage in 
an anti-competitive allocation of dealers 
among themselves, the problem of reverse 
competition will remain. Ironically, the 
insurers’ proposal is likely to create an 
incentive to increase rather than decrease 
premiums on add-on insurance products, 
as this will become the only means 
available to the insurers’ to compete for 
dealer distribution.

Wishing you a Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays from the team at Dealer Solutions!
For information on our holiday operating hours, please visit our website. 

Thank you for your wonderful support in 2016. We look forward to a great 2017!

1300 66 11 33dealersolutions.com.au

Categories June Sept
House owners and 
householders

8.85% 8.51%

Commerical Motor 
Vehicle

3.22% 12.68%

Domestic Motor 
Vehicle

6.19% 5.67%

Fire and Industry 
Special Risks

11.24% 13.24%

CTP 2.17% 2.35%
Public and Product 
Liability

13.62% 15.41%

Professional  
Indemnity

7.41% 10.36%

Employers’ Liability 2.07% 4.80%
Travel 32.49% 33.47%
Marine & Aviation 13.57% 18.59%
Mortgage N/A* N/A*
Other Accident 18.51% 15.26%
Consumer Credit 18.27% 23.17%
Other N/A* 21.93%

Commission Paid by Insurers to 
Intermediaries as a % of Gross Written 
Premium

*Data has been masked to maintain confidentiality. Percentages 
are calculated from 2016 June and September quarters from 
APRA Data. Source: http://www.apra.gov.au/GI/Publications/
Pages/quarterly-general-insurance-statistics.aspx

http://www.dealersolutions.com.au
http://www.dealersolutions.com.au
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ACCC NEW CAR RETAILING INDUSTRY 
MARKET STUDY
As readers will be aware, the ACCC 

has been studying the new car 
retailing business. In October it 

released an Issues Paper to which AADA 
responded in November.

The study is examining:

• consumer guarantees, warranties and 
new cars

• fuel consumption, carbon dioxide 
(CO2), noxious emissions and car 
performance

• post-sale service arrangements, and

• access to repair and service 
information and data.

“Consumer issues arising in the new car 
retailing industry are a priority area for the 
ACCC,” the issues paper reads. 

“The Market Study seeks to inform the 
ACCC’s understanding of practices in the 
new car retailing industry. This market 
study will explore the broad structure and 
operation of the new car retailing industry, 
assessing whether market characteristics, 
including new car buyer behaviours and  
expectations, are conducive to 
competition.”

The ACCC claims that it and other 
Australian Consumer Law agencies receive 
a high number of complaints from  
consumers about defects with vehicles,  

covering a broad spectrum of 
manufacturers. 

Potential outcomes 

The ACCC says information collected 
during the market study might lead to a 
range of outcomes, such as: 

• increased consumer knowledge and 
awareness of their rights under the 
Australian Consumer Law (ACL) when 
engaging with the new car retailing 
industry 

• recommendations for policy/
regulatory change in order to 
address any identified competition or 
consumer law issues, and

*All data from V Facts 2015

PH 1800 1800 13      fuchs.com.au

10,000  LUBRICATION PRODUCTS
4,800  HIGHLY QUALIFIED EMPLOYEES 

100% FOCUSED

Fuchs, the world’s largest independent lubricants manufacturer design and supply  
innovative lubricating products and bespoke support packages. 

Talk to Fuchs at this years AADA Exhibition about the benefits of using 
German Technology developed for Australian conditions.

LUBRICANTS.
TECHNOLOGY.

PEOPLE.

http://www.fuchs.com.au
http://www.fuchs.com.au
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• further action taken by the ACCC to 
address any behaviour in the industry 
that raises concerns under the ACL 
and Competition and Consumer Act 
2010 (Cth) (CCA). 

“The ACCC is interested in further 
exploring franchise relationships regarding 
sales, service, and repair,” the issues paper 
reads.

“With competition in the new car retailing 
market leading to lower margins, Dealers 
increasingly depend on post-sale service 
arrangements such as car servicing and the 
sale of parts to remain profitable. Similarly, 
as cars continue to evolve technologically, 
the cost of increasingly sophisticated 
equipment required for servicing and 
repair is leading to lower profit margins, 
particularly for independent repairers.

“The ACCC is interested in exploring the 
impact of these trends on the degree and 
nature of competition between authorised 
and independent repairers and parts 
suppliers.”

Questions on the structure and operations 
of the new car retailing industry 

1. How well does the ACCC’s 
understanding of the new car retailing 
industry supply chain reflect market 
participants’ understanding of the 
supply chain? Which key market 
participants does it not capture? 
How could the ACCC’s definitions be 
improved? 

2. What search costs do consumers 

typically incur when buying a new 
car? Have online sales decreased these 
costs? 

3. What are the key factors determining 
vertical relationships and contractual 
arrangements in the car industry? In 
particular: 

(a) what is the contractual relationship 
between manufacturers, authorised 
Dealers and authorised repairers? 

(b) what are the common features of 
these contracts? 

(c) to what extent do contractual 
relationships raise barriers to entry 
and exit and/or reduce the degree 
of competition in the car market (or 
specific submarkets)? 

4. What is the nature of the business 
model applying to new car Dealers? 
To what extent does the sale of new 
cars, service and repairs, finance and 
insurance and used car (purchases) 
and sales, respectively, underpin gross 
profit margin of Dealers? Is there 
variability between Dealers in the 
market? 

5. To what extent do consumers 
substitute between brands and 
models, particularly responding to 
price differences? Do consumers show 
loyalty to particular brands of cars and 
dealerships, particularly for the after-
care of their new cars and for future 
car purchases? 

6. What is the level of competition 
between participants in each sector 
of the market? For example between 
authorised and independent: 

(a) Dealers 

(b) service and repairer operators 

(c) parts distributors.

7. Has competition increased in the new 
car industry over time and, if so, what 
is driving this change and how have 
dealers/manufacturers responded? 

8. What are the main drivers of the 
increase in new car sales, e.g. import 
tariff reductions, competition from 
used cars, lower prices due to increased 
competition?

9. Are there other trends developing 
in the new car retailing industry in 
Australia? For example, has there been 
any consolidation in the dealership 
segment? What impact might 
these trends and changes have on 
consumers? 

10. What is the level of intra-brand 
competition (for example competition 
between retailers of the same branded 
product)? 

Consumer guarantees, warranties and 
new cars 

The ACCC says the automotive industry’s 
compliance with consumer guarantee 
requirements is an area of focus for it.

“In 2014-15, the ACCC and ACL regulators 
received around 1,800 consumer contacts 
about consumer guarantee issues relating 
to cars. In 2015-16, the ACCC alone 
received over 1,300 contacts,” the paper 
reads. 

“The issue of car specific ‘lemon laws’ 
is being canvassed by the current ACL 
review being conducted by Consumer 
Affairs Australia and New Zealand 
(CAANZ). Through this market study 
the ACCC will examine whether lemon 
laws are likely to provide any additional 
consumer protections to the consumer 
guarantees that already apply in the new 
car retailing industry. The ACCC is also 
interested in exploring the responsiveness 
of manufacturers and Dealers to consumer 
complaints about defective vehicles in 
the context of consumer guarantees, 
manufacturers’ warranties and Dealers’ 
extended warranties.”

This section examines: 

• consumers’ options for seeking a 
remedy for a defective new car 

• consumer guarantees – manufacturers’ 
manufacturers’ and Dealers’ handling 
of complaints 

• consumer guarantees – enforcement 
enforcement and access to remedies 

• manufacturers’ warranties and dealers’ 
extended warranties – commencement 
and interaction with servicing, and 

• non-disclosure agreements. 
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The ACCC is also looking into consumer 
access to choice of repairer and choice of 
parts. 

AADA submission

AADA responded to the Issues Paper on 
21 November 2016. Our submission can 
be found here: http://aada.asn.au/wp-
content/uploads/2014/08/AADA-ACCC-
Submission.pdf 

The AADA submission provided a response 
to 55 listed questions from the ACCC 
Issues Paper. AADA responded with a 
significant amount of data related and 
industry relevant data to address many of 
the concerns of the ACCC.

Notably AADA provided the ACCC with 
evidence of the intense level of competition 
in the new car retailing and the positive 
outcomes this results in for consumers.

The ‘News from AADA this Week’ 
Newsletter No. 17 in late November queried 
the ACCC reliance on dubious data sourced 
from Choice Magazine.

Choice surveyed 1,505 consumers who 
said they purchased a new car between 
January 2011 and January 2016 – a period 
during which we sold about 5 million new 
cars. This is a sample rate of 0.03 per cent 
of all new car sales – but let’s be generous 
and call it 0.06 per cent by excluding fleet 
buyers.

That is a very low sample size.

Choice found that 66 per cent of these 
1,505 consumers (about 990 owners) had 
experienced a problem with their cars in 
the last five years. These owners provide the 
statistical basis for the ‘two thirds’ of new 
car buyers that the ACCC refers to in the 
paper. Choice also found (not mentioned 
in the ACCC paper) that only 9 per cent 
of those complaints could be classified as 
‘major’ (with ‘major’ not defined).

In other words, the ACCC assertion 
that two thirds of new car buyers 
experience problems in their first five 
years of ownership is based on unverified 
information from about 990 new car 
buyers, 90 of whom might have had 

something ‘major’ go wrong (although we 
can’t actually know what ‘major’ is).

That’s 0.0036 per cent of all retail customers 
over the period who might have had a 
‘major’  issue. That is a very low percentage.

The AADA’s CEO David Blackhall and 
Stefanee Lovett, Managing Director of our 
strategic advisors, Capital Hill Advisory, 
attended the ACCC’s stakeholder forum 
in Melbourne on December 13. At this 
meeting we learned more about the ACCC’s 
thinking around the issues raised in their 
paper. We also had an opportunity to 
discuss our submission and to further 
explore the important points raised therein.

 This consultation process will continue 
through the first half of 2017, after which 
time the ACCC plans to publish an initial 
draft position. The final paper is scheduled 
to be finalised by December 2017.

 AADA will, of course, keep Dealers fully 
appraised as we work though these steps.

youtube.com/ignitegroupinc

IGNITE GROUP

WATCH OUR AADA WORKSHOP

ignitegroup.com.au

Finally, an automotive marketing agency that goes beyond the superficial.

Ignite Group focus on generating high quality leads from all social media platforms.

TRY OUR FACEBOOK PROGRAM FREE FOR 14 DAYS.

Contact Dimitri Kotov on 0401 283 783 or email dimitri@ignitegroup.com.au

LEADS do.LEADS

‘LIKES’ don’t
pay the bills.
‘LIKES’

http://www.ignitegroup.com.au
http://www.ignitegroup.com.au
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ACL REVIEW UPDATE
On 14 October 2016, Consumer 

Affairs Australia and New Zealand 
(CAANZ) presented the Interim 

Report on the Australian Consumer Law 
(ACL) Review. The Interim Report follows 
the ACL Review Issues Paper, released in 
March 2016, which attracted more than 
160 submissions from a range of industry 
associations, consumer groups, not for 
profits and legal/academic professionals. 
AADA made a submission to the Issues 
Paper, a PDF of which can be downloaded 
from our website.

The ACL is jointly administered and 
enforced by Federal, State and Territory 
regulators, and is being reviewed by 
officials from these regulators through 
CAANZ. AADA Policy Director, Michael 
Deed and Policy Officer, Daniel Brown 
attended a briefing session in Brisbane 
on 21 April 2016 with officials from the 
Australian Government Treasury and the 
Office of Fair Trading Queensland. The 
ACL review covers four major areas:

• Consumer policy in Australia.

• The legal framework of the ACL.

• Administering and enforcing the ACL.

• Emerging consumer policy issues.

Readers of the May 2016 Issue of 
Automotive Dealer Magazine will recall 
an article written by AADA Company 
Secretary and Legal Counsel, Vinesh 
George, which examined the issues and 
implications of the ACL Review for Dealers. 
The three aspects of the review were 
identified as:

• the review will assess the effectiveness 
of the provisions of the ACL, whether 
these provisions are operating as 
intended, and address the risk of 
consumer and business detriment 
at an appropriate level of regulatory 
burden

• the review will also consider the 
extent to which the national consumer 
policy framework has met the 
objectives articulated by the Council of 
Australian Governments (COAG)

• the review will assess the flexibility 
of the ACL to respond to new 
and emerging issues to ensure it 
remains relevant into the future as 
the overarching consumer policy 
framework in Australia.

Reading this article is recommended for 
Dealers seeking further information on 
the overall review of the ACL. This article 
can be viewed in full at http://aada.asn.au/
australian-consumer-law-review-a-dealers-
perspective/. 

‘Lemon laws’

Of most interest to Dealers from the 
Interim Report was the stakeholder 
concern for laws regarding the sale of new 
motor vehicles, specifically the calls for the 
introduction of ‘lemon laws. AADA has 
advocated strongly against the introduction 
of ‘lemon laws’; however this view made 
up the minority, as numerous submissions 
were received calling for the introduction 
of ‘lemon laws’ under the ACL. One such 
submission from Legal Aid NSW supported 
the motor industry-specific laws together 
with the reversal of the onus of proof, 
thereby requiring the Dealer to prove the 
alleged fault did not exist at the time of the 
vehicles supply or delivery.

The Report did note AADA’s concerns that 
industry-specific regulation is unwarranted 
as it is not possible to draft a definition that 
provides sufficient certainty for consumers, 
businesses and Tribunals as to the problem 
intended to be addressed. AADA, along 
with the state MTAs, also noted the ACL 
already provides substantial remedies 
and the proposed ‘lemon laws’ present a 
significant threat to the industry’s already 
small profit margins.

CAANZ’s response stated:

• CAANZ notes the wide range of 
stakeholder views on this issue, as 
well as the many benefits provided by 
having a nationally consistent, generic 
consumer law.

• Generally, industry-specific regulation 
would only be preferable to a generic 
approach where it can be demonstrated 
that there are issues particular to that 

industry, and that generic approaches 
would not adequately address the 
problem.

• CAANZ observes that while white 
goods and motor vehicles were the 
focus of many submissions, issues 
with defective goods do not appear to 
be limited to those industries. Also, it 
is not clear that an industry-specific 
law would address the issues raised 
any more effectively than through 
generic enhancements to the consumer 
guarantees.

• CAANZ notes that even if the case 
cannot be made for an industry-
specific approach to legislative changes 
at this time, CAANZ will continue 
to monitor this issue as well as the 
need for industry-specific compliance, 
enforcement and education activities. 
This may include regulators working 
with the specific industries to improve 
compliance levels; for example, 
through best practice or codes of 
conduct with regard to providing 
refunds.

Responding to the ACL Interim Report

The Interim Report is available to read 
at https://cdn.tspace.gov.au/uploads/
sites/86/2016/10/ACL_Review_Interim_
Report_v2.pdf. 

Feedback from the Interim Report will 
influence the Final Report that will 
be presented to the Legislative and 
Governance Forum on Consumer Affairs 
in March 2017. AADA will continue to 
inform and advocate on behalf of Dealers 
throughout the ACL Review.
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DEALERS ASKED TO  
HELP STOP MONEY  
LAUNDERING AND  
TERRORISM FINANCING
Dealers will be asked to register with 

and report to a federal government 
department to help prevent money 

laundering and terrorism financing. 

The Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-
Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF 
Act) provides the means to help detect and 
deter money laundering and terrorism 
financing. It also provides financial 
intelligence to revenue and law enforcement 
agencies. Businesses must meet minimum 
obligations and assess the risks of potential 
money laundering or terrorism financing 
when providing a designated service to a 
customer.

The costs of regulatory compliance with 
the AML/CTF Act could add significant 
costs to dealership operations and AADA 
on your behalf will be lodging a submission 
to the Financial Crime Section of the 
Attorney General’s Department on the due 
date of 31 January 2017.

The Attorney’s General’s Department 
and the Australian Transaction Reports 
and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC) has, in 
consultation with industry, been given the 
task of developing options for regulating 
lawyers, conveyancers, accountants, High 
Value Dealers (HVDs), real estate agents 
and trust and company service providers. 
A consultation paper has been released to 
obtain feedback about options.

HVDs are businesses involved in the 
buying and the selling of high value goods, 
commonly considered to include jewellery, 
antiques, collectibles, fine art, yachts, and 
luxury motor vehicles that are subject 
to the luxury car tax (LCT), requiring 
identification of purchaser, reporting and 

Money laundering (ML) enables criminals 
to disguise and enjoy the benefits of their 
illegal profits. Terrorist financing (TF) 
provides the resources to provide terrorist 
attacks on Australian soil or support 
overseas activities. The most significant 
ML/TF risks arise when high-value goods 
are purchased using large sums of cash.

Many motor vehicle dealers are already 
enrolled with AUSTRAC, whose financial 
intelligence is an integral element in the 
detection and investigation of serious and 
organised crime, ML/TF and tax evasion. 
Australian franchised Dealers already 
comply with a wide range of federal, 
state and local regulations, all of which 
takes time and adds to the costs of doing 
business. Most franchised Dealers prefer 
not to deal with cash.

Dealers would bear the initial costs 
associated with establishing and 
implementing AML/TF systems and 
controls, and the ongoing costs to maintain 
those systems and controls including:

• enrol with AUSTRAC

• register with AUSTRAC if the 
reporting entity provides a remittance 
service

• conduct customer due diligence (CDD)

• implement ongoing customer due 
diligence procedures (OCDD)

• implement and maintain an AML/CTF 
compliance program

• lodge transaction and suspicious 
matter reports, and

• comply with various AML/CTF related 
record-keeping obligations.

Record keeping obligations generally 
include records about:

• transactions

• electronic funds transfers

• customer identification procedures

• AML/CTF programs, and

• due diligence assessments of 
correspondent banking relationships.

There are a number of measures that could 
be adopted to mitigate the regulatory 
impact of any AML/TF framework, 
including:

• non-acceptance of cash

• risk based approach, and

• staggered implementation.

AADA will keep members updated as this 
matter progresses.

remittance to the Australian 
Taxation Office. Other high 
value goods are not subject to a 
luxury tax.



Ask us how we can 
drive up to a 30% saving 

across your Managed 
Print Solution.

info@pentanasolutions.com

http://www.pentanasolutions.com.au
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PRIVATE EQUITY FIRM BUYS INTO 
SYDNEY DEALERSHIP GROUP

AP EAGERS LAUNCHES SHOPPING 
CENTRE OUTLETS

Private equity firm Quadrant has 
bought a considerable share of the 
Peter Warren Automotive Group, 

which operates nine dealerships in Sydney 
and the Gold Coast, continuing a trend 
towards consolidation in the industry.

The capital injection by Quadrant 
continues recent consolidation in the 
automotive retailing business, as seen in 
the US, with billionaire Warren Buffet’s 
purchase of dealerships, and locally with 
the likes of Automotive Holdings Group 
(AHG) and AP Eagers. 

Beginning in 1958 as a small used car yard, 
the Peter Warren Automotive Group now 
generates $1 billion in annual revenue, 
employing 1,100 people and selling around 
21,000 vehicles per year on behalf of about 
two dozen manufacturers.

With the automotive dealership 
model the latest traditional 
business structure under attack 

by ‘disruptors’, AP Eagers is getting on the 
front foot, launching its first two Carzoos 
outlets in Queensland shopping centres last 
month.

The model borrows from Tesla, using 
‘buddies’ to help potential customers 
browse online catalogues of used vehicles. 
The ‘buddies’ are novices to car sales and 
are paid based on customer satisfaction 
rather than sales commissions. Customers 
choose a car before an app sets a discounted 
price, removing the need to haggle.

AP Eagers General Manager of Innovation 

Peter Warren Automotive Group’s flagship 
dealership is located at Warwick Farm in 
Sydney’s west, although it also has a strong 
presence in the city’s east via Mercedes-
Benz North Shore.

Peter Warren Automotive Group chairman 
and CEO, Paul Warren, said the Quadrant 
investment will increase the group’s ability 
to acquire extra assets and generate greater 
benefits of scale.

Mr Warren said the increasing cost of 
technology made creating economy of scale 
essential, sharing costs across the group’s 
various sites.

The group had been in talks with Quadrant 
since April. Mr Warren said the deal 
was not influenced by the ASX listing of 
Autosports Group, which operates 25 car 

dealerships and two crash repairers.

The Autosports float raised $160 million in 
capital from an issue price of $2.40 a share. 
It made a solid debut on November 16, 
however has since weakened.

Autosports CEO, Nick Pagent, said 
recently that his company was keen to 
grow via acquisitions and greenfield sites, 
concentrating on premium brands, which 
are growing faster than volume brands.

Autosports has joined AP Eagers and 
AHG on the stock exchange and we could 
see more. Considering our industry is a 
high-volume, low-margin enterprise, many 
players are now thinking ‘bigger is better’ 
in order to add scale.

This almost certainly won’t be the last of 
this kind of deal. 
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and Marketing, Daniel 
Kemp, said the company 
believes used car lots could 
be a thing of the past, with 
outlets such as Carzoos 
reducing the anxiety many 
consumers, particularly 
women, feel about the car-
buying process.

“This is an industry that has 
not changed in 100 years 
and one thing our research has shown is 
that people don’t like the haggling involved 
in buying a used car,” he told the Courier-
Mail.

The first two stores are at Westfield Garden 
City and Westfield North Lakes. More 
are planned in the next 12 months, with 
AP Eagers aiming to eventually build a 
nationwide chain of 50 stores.
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TESLA’S ‘NO DEALERS’ MODEL IS A 
SIGNIFICANT THREAT

The news that Tesla Motors is suing 
the state of Michigan for the right to 
bypass Dealers and sell its cars direct 

to the public is a timely reminder that 
nothing stands still in this world and those 
who do invariably go backwards.

This is a major theme for us and will grow 
in importance over the next few years. 
The nature of retailing is –changing – 
forced not by technology alone – but by 
technology allied with more modern 
business models.

In 1919 General Motors partnered with the 
DuPont family to create GMAC. This new 
business model allowed the average family 
to own a car – the famous ‘dollar down 
and a dollar a week’ program. In 1918 one 
in 13 American families owned a car; 11 
years later 80 per cent of American families 
owned one.

David Blackhall
AADA CEO

Ubiquitous finance combined with the then 
new ICE technology to put America on 
wheels in just over 10 years.

The lesson here is that business model 
innovation is more important than 
technology innovation. But when the two 
combine – then watch out!

In taking on traditional manufacturers 
and the old way of doing things in the 
home state of  General Motors and Ford, 
the Tesla ‘no dealers’ model is likely to be 
as significant as the creation of GMAC was 
in its day. It is the harbinger of ‘cars as a 
service’, variations of which concept are 
flourishing all over the world. 

You can argue that this is not exactly good 
news for our members. On the other hand 
the successful OEMs are not going to lie 
down and let Tesla walk all over them. 
We’ve already seen some responses and 
we’ll see more.

The challenge for traditional Dealers is to 
try to understand the inflection points and 
the timing – almost impossible to get right 

admittedly – but you have to make plans. 

The only way a franchised Dealer can 
penetrate the future fog is in partnership 
with the OEMs. I personally don’t think 
the OEMs are doing anything like enough 
to plan for the speed at which new business 
models will arrive. And if they are doing 
anything, it is usually the network that 
comes last in their thinking. 

I touched on the enormous risk of Dealers 
owning ‘stranded assets’ in my address to 
the Industry Relations Lunch at the recent 
AADA National Dealer Convention. I don’t 
know, however, if anyone was listening!

The Tesla suit: what’s going on, what it 
means

Tesla wants to sell its electric cars directly 
to customers and has filed its first federal 
lawsuit in a bid to force the state of 
Michigan to overturn its ban on direct sales 
by auto manufacturers.

Michigan passed an amendment in 
2014 in its law regulating motor vehicle 
manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers 
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and Dealers. In its federal suit, Tesla is 
arguing that the bill was effectively an 
‘anti-Tesla’ amendment, designed to favour 
the state’s automakers and franchise 
Dealers. It says the law violates the US 
constitution by illegally restricting the free 
flow of commerce. According to Tesla, the 
state of Michigan has denied it a vehicle 
Dealer licence and has failed to rule on 
its application to register a vehicle repair 
facility, a year after the initial submission.

The ‘federal’ part of the lawsuit is 
important. Previously, Tesla has challenged 
laws restricting its sales model on a state-
by-state basis. But a federal court ruling 
against the ban would have national – and 
possibly international – ramifications.

Tesla is aiming to release, late in 2017, its 
Model 3 – a more affordable electric sedan 
than its flagship luxury vehicles.

Michigan is, along with Texas, Connecticut 
and Utah, one of just four US states in 
which Tesla has been unable to acquire 
a license to sell directly to consumers. It 
currently operates stores in 23 US states 
and the District of Columbia, as well as in 
20 other countries, including Australia.

The Michigan Attorney General’s 
department is currently reviewing the suit, 
as is NADA.

And then there’s Virginia

As it does in 22 other US states, Tesla 
is licensed to sell its cars in Virginia. It 
already operates a retail showroom in 

Tysons Corner, Northern Virginia, and has 
sought permission to open a second in a 
shopping mall in Short Pump, in suburban 
Richmond.

Department of Motor Vehicles 
commissioner, Richard Holcomb, was due 
to rule on the matter by mid-December. In 
2013 he ruled against the Tysons Corner 
application but Tesla sued and won the 
right to open the store. This case could end 
up in court as well.

As in most US states, it is mainly illegal 
for car manufacturers to sell direct to the 
public; however there are some exceptions 
which, Tesla says, apply to it due to its 
vehicles being unsuited to conventional 
dealership models. Its more complicated 
vehicles take longer to sell, have a set price 
that excludes room for dealer margins 
and have few moving parts that require 
servicing.

Virginian law allows manufacturers to 
sell directly to customers if no Dealers are 
available in an area. When Tesla applied for 
the Tysons Corner showroom, no Dealer 
expressed interest. With the Short Pump 
application, 11 Dealers expressed interest. 

The Virginia Automobile Dealers 
Association (VADA) is fighting Tesla’s 
application. Its president, Don Hall, told 
Virginian dealers via video message that 
the Tesla model could be disastrous for 
traditional dealerships, calling for them 
to band together to protect their common 
interests, as well as those of consumers.

VADA has been a major donor to Virginian 
politicians ($US4 million over the past 
decade) but, balancing that, Governor, 
Terry McAuliffe, is a supporter of green 
technology, having previously headed 
GreenTech Automotive, an electric car 
company.

Tesla is allowed to open a ‘gallery’ in Short 
Pump, where the public can learn about the 
vehicles but cannot test-drive them, and 
staff are barred from discussing sales.

Consumer protection

VADA’s director of legislative and legal 
affairs, Anne Gambardella, argued the 
law prohibiting direct sales protected 
consumers as well as franchisees.

“There are consumer reasons you don’t 
want the distribution chain controlled from 
top to bottom,” she told the Washington 
Post. “You can go to any number of Honda 
Dealers, competing on price and service.”

That would not be the case “if Honda 
controlled it all”.

Tesla has been showing politicians through 
its Tysons Corner store, attempting to 
convince them that electric cars are so 
different from conventional petrol cars 
that they deserve separate legislative 
consideration (i.e. the right to sell direct to 
the public).

By the time you read this, there might be a 
decision on Tesla’s Short Pump application. 
But it will be far from the end of the story.

Wow, it’s already that time of year!
Thank you to all of our clients - our dealers, OEMs & allied 
industry suppliers - for your support throughout 2016. 

We’d especially like to thank our new clients who came 
onboard this year. It’s been a very busy and productive 
year, and we can’t wait to show off some of our new 
apps next year! 

Merry Christmas and happy holidays!

Reach out today and let’s talk about what we can do together in 2017!        www.auto-it.com

http://www.auto-it.com
http://www.auto-it.com
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MY TESLA EXPERIENCE
David Blackhall
AADA CEO

I ordered a Tesla last year, motivated more 
by the desire to expose myself to the 
‘no-Dealers’ sales process rather than 

wanting to own the car. Everything the 
company does reflects the astonishingly 
innovative business thinking of the owner 
and founder, Elon Musk, and I wanted to 
see if there really is a secret sauce.

The test drive was utterly convincing and 
the in-store staff demonstrated exceptional 
training with strict adherence to process. 
All sales and promotional material is 
electronic; they print almost nothing. I’ve 
never received any printed material in the 
last year.

There is no discounting – zero; all cars are 
sold at listed retail. Because the stores are 
owned by Tesla and staffed by employees, 
there is no problem making this policy 
work. They do not face the ‘maverick’ 
discounter we experience in traditional 
franchised Dealer networks where there 
is often some lunatic chasing a fantasy 
volume target for bonus bucks.

I don’t see traditional OEMs discarding 
their legacy Dealer networks, but I do see 

lessons here that they must think about and 
embrace in some form in the future.

The interesting point on this latest update is 
Tesla’s move into adjacent revenue streams: 
used Teslas, car finance, leasing and 
insurance, home power batteries.

Tesla’s acquisition of Solar City 
(California’s largest solar panel installation 
and financing company), combined with 
the completion of the Nevada lithium-ion 
giga-battery plant and the announcement 
of the European giga-factory, confirms 
Musk’s signalled strategic intent. He 
plans to transform Tesla from being just 
an electric car manufacturer into being a 
participant in the full renewable energy 
value chain.

In fact, electric cars could well be a 
relatively less important contributor to 
corporate revenue in 10 or 15 years, as the 
traditional OEMs match and then surpass 
Tesla’s capabilities as an electric car maker. 
Musk’s main game is commercialisation 
of solar opportunities, including creating 
industry-leading battery storage and related 
software innovations. 

If you look at the history of the automotive 
industry over the last century, it’s likely 
Tesla’s car manufacturing business will be 
acquired by an existing aspirant OEM that 
sees value in Tesla’s platforms – a more 

affordable short cut to market compared 
with massive R&D spending to create 
unique IP.

Musk has his critics and, importantly, 
the company continues to burn cash at 
unsustainable rates. Interestingly, however, 
he has no trouble tapping the debt and 
equity markets as needed, so there are still 
lots of believers out there.

Finally, if you look at the TSLA NASDAQ 
stock price, you have to wish you’d bought 
in 2011. But then, who knew?

TSLA trades at about USD185 today – still a 
healthy return for the early investors.

Elon Musk may succeed – he may go broke. 
Either way, fascinating to watch this story 
unfold.
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Family owned and Australian built in our factory, Auto-Tub vehicle washing systems is the most efficient 
system on the market today to meet the demands of washing a mixed fleet of cars, commercials and trucks 
offered to the Australian Automotive Dealer Network. Why not give Auto-Tub a call today!

Ron and Wendy Dodds and their team headed up by Peter Farquharson  
would like to wish all their clients and friends...

A very Merry Christmas
and a safe and prosperous New Year!

Call Ron on 0412 313 176 or Peter on 0416 198 973 or visit our website www.auto-tub.com

http://www.auto-tub.com
http://www.auto-tub.com


CADA CONVENTION DEMONSTRATES 
WORLD CHALLENGES IN AUTO 
RETAILING
AADA was proud to be part of the 

2016 China Automobile Dealers 
Association (CADA) Convention 

held 9-11 November in the beautiful city of 
Zhuhai. AADA was represented by AADA 
Board member and 2014 Chairman, Ian 
Field, and AADA Convention Director, 
Patrick Tessier.

The two Australians joined speakers from 
Dealer associations in the USA, Germany, 
Brazil, Russia, Hong Kong and British 
Columbia in presenting to the CADA 
International Forum.

AADA came away with an increased 
knowledge and understanding of world 
markets, including the challenges facing 
some economies. Presentations included 
charts on new vehicle registration, used car 
sales and the mix of electric vehicle sales vs 
combustion driven cars. 

Moderate growth in electrics

All economies other than Hong Kong are 
experiencing moderate growth in electric 
car sales. Germany, which saw growth 
every year from 2008 through 2015, has 
had a decline in 2016. 

German owners keeping cars longer

Used car sales in Germany increased 
substantially in 2016, while new vehicle 
registrations stalled. The German Dealer 
Association pointed to the increase in 
length of ownership as the main catalyst; 
the average German car owner keeps their 

very significant and if Dealers are forced 
to compete with OEMs on the internet, 
where no real infrastructure investment 
is required, the playing field is not level. 
The German Dealer Association reports 
that in some brands OEMs are achieving 
as much as 30% of the available sales. This 
has been driven by continued campaigns of 
manufacturer to consumer direct contact 
in terms of marketing and customer 
engagement.
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vehicles an average of eight months longer 
than they did in 2014.

Dealers bypassed

The pivotal challenge for German Dealers 
is car manufacturers selling cars direct 
to consumers via the internet, bypassing 
the dealership network completely. 
Some OEMs have invested in delivery 
systems whilst some have forced Dealers 
to complete deliveries for them on a fee 
basis. The concern for the German Dealer 
Association is the OEM demand on 
Dealers for infrastructure investment is 

Shen Jinjun – Chairman CADA, Michael Regan – Senior Vice President, Industry Affairs NADA, Ian Field – Director, QLD 
AADA, José Carneiro de Carvalho Neto - Vice-President Fenabrave, Philippe Geneve  – Vice President CNPA France, Blair 
Qualey - President & CEO of the New Car Dealers Association of British Columbia, Alexander V. Ivanov – Vice President Russian 
Automobile Dealers Association, Steve Young – Managing Director ICDP, Leonardo Buzzavo – President & CEO Quintegia 

Ren Xingzhou – Research fellow & former Director-General, 
Institute for Market Economy, Development Research Center 
of the State Council (DRC)

Patrick Tessier, Shen Jinjun, Ian Field

Patrick Tessier
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• BC SCRAP-IT® Program: a voluntary early 
retirement vehicle program that provides incentives 
to help British Columbians replace higher polluting 
vehicles with cleaner forms of transportation.

•  Replacing a 1990 sedan with a 2009 hybrid can 
result in a reduction of up to 67% in greenhouse gas 
emissions

• The 40,000th vehicle was recently scrapped. The 
Program has removed over 1 million tons of CO2 
from our roads. That is a significant accomplishment. 

• In the first half of 
2016 global car 
market is quite 
healthy showing a 
+3% growth with 
45,8 millions new 
cars sales

• All leading world 
markets demonstrate 
positive sales 
dynamics, except 
Brazil (-23%), Russia 
(-15%) and Japan 
(-4%)

Challenging times for Russia

Russia is one of the economies finding 
many challenges. Whilst the global 
market is growing, the Russian retail auto 
industry is declining and is down 15% 
YTD. Like other markets, passenger car 

Canada’s confidence campaign

In British Columbia the Dealer Association 
have embarked on a significant confidence 
campaign for its franchised dealer members 
utilising internet, television and point of 
sale marketing to build awareness for its 
membership. The market is strong and has 
exceeded 1.8 million sales for three years 
in a row. Dealer revenues and profitability 
are also strong with car and SUV demand 
moving in opposite directions. SUV sales 

are increasing worldwide and British 
Columbia are marginally up in these sales. 

‘Scrap it’ success

BC’s ‘Scrap It Program’ is an 
environmentally-driven, government 
subsidised program yielding significant 
results.  Over 40,000 old cars have been 
replaced, achieving the removal from the 
roads of over one million tons of CO2. 

Car owners have access to incentives of up 

to $3,250 to scrap their old cars in favour of 
an electric, gas or hybrid vehicle, or other 
environmentally-friendly options. These 
include public transit passes, new bicycles, 
car sharing credits and cash. Owners apply 
online, receive approval within two days, 
drop off  their old vehicles at an authorised 
location and claim their incentive.

Clean energy is the clear direction of this 
community.

sales are under pressure, and most other 
segments, with the exception of buses, are 
feeling the pinch. 

The used car market is four times the size 
of the new car market. The Dealer segment 
of these sales suffered dramatically in 2015 

at -34 per cent, but has recovered quite 
quickly with additional focus from Dealers. 

Interestingly, Chinese car brands perform 
well in Russia, led by Lifan with an increase 
in sales of 35.4 per cent. The 2016 market 
leader is the Hyundai Solaris with 66,602 
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The market of used cars is 
almost 4 times bigger than of 
new cars and is recovering after 
20% decrease in 2015. 

The dealer target segment 
of used cars (up to 7 years) 
suffered severely in 2015 (-34%), 
but is also recovering faster 
then the total market due to 
additional focus from dealers

Total sales in Russia after 
9 months of 2016 is 1.020,9 
million of new passenger 
cars and light commercial 
vehicles, which is less by 
172,300 (-14,4%) than for the 
same period of  last year.

Price change dynamics, new cars Currency Exchange rate dynamics
units sold in nine months. Lada 
still leads the market with a 
market share of 18.6 per cent. 

The Russian economy is the 
main driver in auto sales, with 
buyers seeing price increases, 
economic uncertainty, less 
purchasing power in household 
budgets and sanctions against 
Russia biting hard.
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Brazil at rock bottom

Brazil faces enormous challenges with an 
economy at rock bottom. Sales year on year 
are down by 23 per cent with no signs of 
the decline abating. 

The dealership footprint has shrunk 
from 8,000 to 6,299 dealers. Dealership 
employment has reduced by 16,000 jobs 
and the tax on cars has, on average, 
increased to 30.4 per cent of the purchase 
price. 

Like Germany, 2016 has seen 29 per 
cent of the sales being made direct by 
manufacturers. OEMs continue to increase 
their manufacturing footprint, with Sao 
Paulo now housing 28 car manufacturing 
plants. 

The Brazil market has serious challenges 
and government stability will lead to 
consumer confidence and, ultimately, a 
better economy.

The CADA International Forum provided 
invaluable insight into the challenges 
facing Dealers worldwide. AADA members 
can relate to many of these. Exposing 
ourselves to outside experience, lessons 
and knowledge will help us identify and 
understand the issues Dealers face going 
forward, and formulate a plan of action for 
the future of our industry.

All data provided from CADA 2016 
International Forum. 

Tax Impact Over Cars
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AUSTRALIAN CAR INDUSTRY IS A 
MAJOR PLAYER
Australians pride themselves on our 

nation’s ability to punch above its 
weight on the world sporting stage. 

We do the same when it comes to car sales, 
yet it’s not celebrated or even supported. 
Why not?

Australia is the world’s 53rd-largest 
country in terms of population. We’re 
home to fewer people than Madagascar, 
Yemen, Nepal, Angola and Uzbekistan 
and yet we regularly finish in the top 10 of 
Olympic medal tallies. It’s a similar story 
with car sales. 

Despite its relatively small stature in terms 
of population, Australia is a giant when 
it comes to car sales. In 2015 we were one 
of just 18 nations in which more than one 
million new vehicles were sold. The 53rd-
largest population in the world bought the 
16th-highest number of cars.

In terms of sales per capita we ranked third, 
behind only the USA and Canada. Across 
the world 1.2 per cent of the population 
bought a new car last year; in Australia that 
figure was 4.81 per cent. We buy more new 
cars per head of population than the UK, 
Germany, Japan, South Korea and France. 
We sell 1.29 per cent of the world’s new 
cars despite having just 0.32 per cent of the 
population.

These are impressive numbers and they 
only get more impressive when you look 
at our industry’s impact on our domestic 
economy. 

FCAI statistics show that the Australian 
retail automotive industry is directly 
responsible for employing one per cent of 
the national base (66,400 people across 
3,500 dealerships). Counting indirect 
employment via the supply chain effect of 
94,700 and induced employment (income 
effect) of 75,400, the Australian new vehicle 
industry has a total employment impact of 
236,500 – or more than two per cent of the 
national workforce.

POPULATION VS NEW VEHICLE SALES (WORLD 2015)

Sources: 1: IHS (vehicle density is vehicles per 1,000 residents), 2: FCAI - Note this number includes light vehicle and heavy vehicle 
brands in Australia.Note: This study was commissioned by the Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries (FCAI) and executed by 
IHS Global, Inc.

Sources: 1: IHS (vehicle density is vehicles per 1,000 residents), 2: FCAI - Note this number includes light vehicle and heavy vehicle brands in Australia.      
Note: This study was commissioned by the Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries (FCAI) and executed by IHS Global, Inc.
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In monetary terms, the new car industry 
adds $17.5 billion in value to the Australian 
economy. The income impact is $8.5 billion, 
with a tax revenue impact of $5.6 billion.

Our economic impact is only projected 
to grow in the coming years. In the year 
2000, we sold 768,000 new vehicles in this 
country. In 2008 it was 976,000. In 2015 it 
was 1.155 million. By 2013 it is projected to 
be 1.209 million. 

These numbers prove that our industry 
is a major contributor to the Australian 
economy. So why don’t we have the 
influence that should be expected of such a 
large player? Why do politicians continue 
to think of us as mere ‘car yard operators’, 
completely ignoring our needs and ideas 
when it comes to writing legislation that 
is good not only for our industry but the 
Australian economy as a whole?

Our customers love us

A 2014 consumer survey showed that 
buying a new car was the Number One 
most satisfying purchasing experience for 
Australians, both in terms of the product 
and the provider. Number two was having 

OF INTEREST FROM AADA CONVENTION 2016
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION BETTER THAN DEALERS ARE GIVEN CREDIT FOR

their car serviced at a Dealer, again for both 
the product and the provider.

This puts Australian new car Dealers at 
the top of the tree in terms of both product 
and service, ahead of hotels, restaurants, 
airlines, mobile phone, computer and 
electrical goods providers – ahead of 
everyone else! Our customers are the most 
satisfied in the country!

We need to make our politicians aware of 
just how much we contribute. Contact your 
local member. Show them these numbers. 
Make them understand what an important 
part of the economy we are. And AADA 
will continue to do the same at a national 
level.

We’re a major industry. Let’s act like it. 

Sources: 1: IHS (vehicle density is vehicles per 1,000 residents), 2: FCAI - Note this number includes light vehicle and heavy 
vehicle brands in Australia.Note: This study was commissioned by the Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries (FCAI)  

and executed by IHS Global, Inc.
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Sources: 1: IHS (vehicle density is vehicles per 1,000 residents), 2: FCAI - Note this number includes light vehicle and heavy vehicle brands in Australia.      
Note: This study was commissioned by the Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries (FCAI) and executed by IHS Global, Inc.
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AUSTRALIA NEEDS TO LEARN  
FROM CHINA
The Australian government could take 

a lesson from its Chinese counterpart 
when it comes to supporting its 

automotive industry. That was the 
chief lesson AADA board member. Ian 
Field. took out of his recent visit to the 
Chinese Automotive Dealer Association 
Convention.

Unlike Australia, where the government 
seems to think that any and all competition 
is good competition, the Chinese 
government understands the need to 
monitor and regulate participants, 
particularly in areas such as the quality of 
used car reconditioning.

“They understand that competition 
needs to be controlled and they seem 
to understand that allowing anybody 
to compete – just jumping in without 
following appropriate practices – (does not 
make for the best outcome),” Mr Field told 
Automotive Dealer after returning from 

“The Chinese understood that and were 
making sure that the standards were 
equivalent to all. I think that was fantastic.”

The Chinese government is interested in 
making sure its auto industry is sustainable 
for all involved, whereas the Australian 
government seems to believe that the more 
competition the better. 

“We don’t make sure the competition’s 
equal. We let people do whatever they like 
and then protect them, by saying ‘oh well, 
they’ve got a licence to be a Dealer’. No 
one’s enforcing a standard,” Mr Field said.

“They really understood that allowing 
unfettered competition is not necessarily in 
the best interests of consumers if standards 
drop as a consequence. They have to 
enforce standards within the competition 
process to make the competition is 
competing on a level playing field. 

“It’s what we argue consistently – we don’t 
mind competing on whatever the field is 
as long as it’s level. When governments 
allow the field not to be level they are not 
increasing competition; they are causing 
turmoil amongst those who do the right job 
against those that take shortcuts.”

The Chinese government is heavily 
involved in its industry, including 
participation at the CADA Convention. 
A high-ranking bureaucrat spoke about 
how the Chinese government sees its car 
industry as a very important part of its 
economy, hence manages it to ensure it 
is both sustainable for its practitioners 
and delivers the best possible result for its 
consumers. 

AADA thinks the Australian government 
could take a leaf out of its book. 

his trip.

“They were focusing 
on making sure the 
people who compete 
in that space gave 
consumers a good 
product. And I think 
that’s something 
totally lacking in our 
situation. We think 
that competition 
means letting anybody 
just pretend they are 
good at what they 
do, and then you’re 
competing with 
the lowest common 
denominator. You’re 
competing with 
somebody who, on 
the surface, is selling 
the same product, but 
which has not been 
reconditioned to the 
same standard. 
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CYBER CARS: OUR DIRTY SECRET

The retail automotive industry has a 
dirty secret. Everyone knows about 
it but no-one talks about it: the over-

supply of cars that means we are turning 
new cars into used cars before they even 
leave our lots. 

The creation of ‘cyber cars’ via sales that are 
reported despite never actually taking place 
is hurting our industry. While they might 
help Dealers meet sales targets and receive 
factory bonuses, in the long run they 
reduce prices and create major headaches.

There’s a belief that some Dealers over-
order and inflate sales figures in order 
to receive bonuses, resulting in holding 
yards full of ‘cyber cars’ or ‘called cars’. 
Dealers then market the cars as ‘undriven 
demonstrators’, which makes them cheaper 
for consumers but also means the warranty 
period begins before the car is even 
registered.

Between 10 and 20 per cent of reported 
sales are actually ‘cyber cars’. That means 
up to 200,000 new cars or more per year in 
Australia reported as sold are actually not.

One brand was said to have 22,000 cars in 
holding yards around the country, with 

another 8,000 unsold cars in Dealer stock. 
Considering that brand usually sells fewer 
than 6,000 cars per month, that represents 
a huge percentage (about 40 per cent) of its 
annual sales.

The flow-on effect is that Dealers reduce 
the price of overstocked brands, forcing 
competitors to lower their prices as well 
– great for consumers; not so great for 
Dealers.

There is no external regulation or 
verification of car sales figures, so we must 
take each brand at its word. The FCAI 
denies the practice is widespread and says 
sales figures are accurate.

Over-capacity is a problem that is not 
unique to Australia. More than half of 
respondents to a 2013 KPMG global 
survey of the automotive industry said 
they felt over-supply of vehicles was a high 
risk, especially in strong manufacturing 
countries such as Germany, Japan, the US, 
Spain, South Korea and France.

In the US, BMW spent the first half of 2016 
trying to liquidate its overstock of vehicles 
such as the 3 series.

AutoNation, the largest US new vehicle 
retailer, warned in early January that 
there was a bulging inventory of unsold 
cars, especially luxury models. In April, 
Group 1 said it planned to cut orders, 
particularly for luxury cars, and claimed 
BMW, Mercedes and Audi each had more 
than 90 days of supply at its stores.

Suggested solutions include consolidation, 
joint ventures and alliances, as favoured 
by auto executives in Japan and Italy. 
German makers would prefer government 
assistance in the form of subsidies and 
production quotas, but few see that as a 
long-term answer. Japanese, French and 
UK manufacturers say investing in the 
brand will improve market share and 
sales. Only the French favour reducing 
production. Contract manufacturing, 
which has proved successful in the 
US, does not appear to be considered a 
solution for most.

The world auto industry reported new 
car sales of almost 90 million in 2015. 
Millions of those are still sitting in 
dealerships or holding yards.
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...IS A TOUGH CALL

Thirty years ago, as winter descended 
on the Arctic coast of East Greenland, 
I faced my toughest leadership 

decision: go forward or go home. I was 
leading Australia’s first Arctic expedition, 
a $2.5 million project that had travelled 
halfway around the globe and survived 
violent North Atlantic storms to arrive two 
months late and miss the short summer 
season. Winter storms and darkness would 
soon freeze the sea solid. But for now, it was 
still sunny. What to do?

Leaders make decisions. But before they 
do, leaders define reality. The reality was 
we had an open sea, so we still had an 
expedition. My decision was to launch our 
sea kayaks and head south for 1,000km, 
knowing we’d either safely reach Qaqortoq 
or be trapped in the frozen wilderness. 
The risks weren’t just to the lives of my 
nine-man kayak and yacht crews, but to 
the reputations of our patron, the Prince 
of Wales, the Australian Prime Minister, 
famous advisors and a host of sponsors. 
And then there was the risk to our film, 
slated for international release.

Making tough decisions to drive progress, 
a leader has no idea if the decision is right 
or will work. Only time will tell. And that is 
the key leadership dimension that business 
schools and books avoid confronting. 
Dealing with the unknown is the crucial 
difference between leadership and 
management, and for that leaders require 
courage, patience and humility. Courage 
to make the decision, patience to let it 
work and humility to accept whichever 
way it turns out. And, lastly, accepting 

capital-intensive business the likes of which 
had never been seen anywhere before. Ford 
had the courage to create something from 
nothing and to dream bigger than anyone.

Secondly, he was driven by a higher 
purpose. Ford was not in the auto business 
just to make cars; his real purpose was to 
help make a modern nation. By creating 
a mobile workforce he helped enable 
America’s economic growth and social 
prosperity. He believed that by doing his 
thing he could help amplify America’s 
international power. His higher purpose 
shaped all his big decisions. Ford’s legacy 
was a global industry that perpetuated his 
higher purpose.

Thirdly, his generosity was legendary. Or 
at least, that’s how it looked at the time. In 
reality, Ford was a humanitarian. When 
he shocked American industry in 1914 by 
introducing the $5 day rate, more than 
doubling the normal rate, his aim was 
to improve the economy. In 1926 he also 
introduced the 40-hour week with the 
purpose of improving society. It worked. 
Ford lived to see how other industries 
benefited from his generosity.

Henry Ford helped shape the working and 
social environment which, for 100 years, 
did not change. But now the tech revolution 
is changing everything. Setting aside 
the tech itself, the greatest change we are 
beginning to see is the role of leadership 
in a millennial world. Old and discredited 
ideas of leadership have no place in the new 
world.

Within the slow-moving avalanche of 
leadership theory that has engulfed 
business thinking, we find 40 theories of 
leadership, 1,500 definitions of leadership 
and over 80 million books on leadership, 
nearly all of it generated by academics and 
employees. And despite all this, according 

that, unlike management, leadership is 
inherently lonely.

My expedition was purely a leadership 
situation. There was nothing to manage. 
There could be no plan or strategy for 
managing in the Arctic wilderness. I had to 
just deal with each new surprise – and there 
were a lot of those. During the project’s 
two-year run, everything that could 
possibly go wrong did so, from continual 
financial crises, equipment failure, conflict 
among personnel, and the violence of a 
savage environment. In other words, it 
mirrored the leadership challenges faced 
today by most businesses. In fact, it’s been 
like that for the last 240,000 years.

Despite mankind’s attempts to forecast the 
future and control the present, a look at 
history reveals that it’s just a litany of the 
unexpected. Or, as Alan Bennett’s head 
prefect says in ‘The History Boys’, “It’s just 
one f-----g thing after another”. This is the 
uncomfortable reality of leadership, as the 
history of the auto industry confirms. And 
this reality will be its future.

The greatest industrial leader of all time 
and with a fortune of $144 billion, the 
wealthiest self-made man ever was Henry 
Ford. 

Beyond the mesmerising detail of his 
engineering brilliance, his exceptional 
persistence and a humanitarian 
compassion that remains unrivalled, what 
we see is the perfect definition of industrial 
leadership. It puts most of today’s business 
leaders to shame.

Ford, who also incidentally helped create 
Cadillac and Dodge, provides us with a 
leadership model that’s worth examining 
for several reasons. First and foremost, he 
had exceptional courage. Starting with 
no personal assets, he created a massive 

Earl De Blonville
Leadership  
Consultant and 
Leadership Coach
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to Professor Barbara Kellerman, founder 
of the Harvard-Kennedy School for Public 
Leadership, leaders worldwide have never 
been held in such low repute. 

American MBA schools release 140,000 
graduates into the wild each year, most 
with a delusion that their classroom time 
amounts to leadership qualifications. 
Forbes leadership expert, Drew Hansen, 
reminds us that leadership is developed in 
the crucible of life, not in a classroom.

Leadership has become the new porn 
and it seems that everyone wants to be a 
star. But when faced with the reality of 
leadership, most people buckle under the 
weight - for one very important reason. 
Uncertainty. No one likes uncertainty. Not 
employees and not shareholders. And yet 
uncertainty is the only reality there is. So 
being comfortable with uncertainty and 
helping others overcome their fear of it is, 
paradoxically, the hallmark of the great 
leader.

In some ways we appear to inhabit a 
matrix-like delusional world. We crave 
certainty and try to control stability, yet 
at every hour of every day we are just 

responding to the unexpected. 

Don’t believe me? Just ask the first person 
in an ambulance if that was their plan. Or 
ask Samsung if exploding batteries was 
theirs. Who expected Donald Trump to 
win, Nico Rosberg to suddenly retire or 
Tiger Woods to make a sizzling comeback? 
Who predicted the massive divestment 
in fossil fuels and the rapid emergence of 
electric cars? And now, driverless cars?

For the global auto industry to remain 
buoyant in today’s stormy seas it will 
require exceptional modern-style 
leadership. Not the transactional leadership 
that supported Genghis Khan’s expansion 
or America’s globalisation, but the 
transformational leadership that for almost 
a quarter of a million years enabled us to 
survive ice ages, adapt to intercontinental 
migration, and develop the arts and 
sciences that underpin today’s cultural 
diversity. It’s no longer a top-down world, 
but a tech-rendered flat world and we’re 
all in it together. That’s the leadership 
challenge.

Today, the auto industry stands where I 
stood 30 years ago, on the cusp of a new 

and potentially dangerous journey into 
the unknown. I know this place and 
it’s very challenging. Yes, we all have 
hopes, dreams and plans that will have 
to survive unexpected storms and big 
disappointments. The future can only 
reliably promise leaders one thing: ongoing 
upheaval that will call on every strength 
and quality they never realised they 
possessed. 

For the auto industry to adapt, thrive 
and succeed, it will need to create a new 
generation of exceptional transformational 
leaders. Where will they be found, how will 
they be recognised and what happens if we 
don’t have the courage to look for them? 
Those are today’s big questions.

Earl de Blonville is a Leadership Consultant 
and Leadership Coach. A leader of scientific 
and adventure expeditions, his documentary 
film was released internationally and his 
latest leadership book SAVAGE COAST 
received rave reviews. Earl’s doctoral 
research developed the first integrated 
approach to leadership development and his 
courses in Transformational Leadership are 
now available.

EVOLUTION, NOT REVOLUTION,  
SAYS US EXPERT

US car dealerships will evolve over 
the next decade but are unlikely to 
experience revolution, according to a 

consultant hired by NADA.

In March, NADA commissioned former 
McKinsey & Co partner, Glenn Mercer, to 
study the industry with a view to predicting 
the likely state of affairs by 2025.

In a recent edition of NADA’s Automotive 
News, Mr Mercer predicted the dealership 
model will remain the overriding 
paradigm, with direct sales concentrating 
on high-end vehicles.

Consolidation will continue, while the 
number of dealerships will slightly reduce. 
From 8,000 owners operating 18,000 
dealerships, Mr Mercer predicts 6,500 
owners operating 16,500 dealerships in 10 
years’ time.

He predicts the gap between strong and 
weak performers will widen. He expects 
lower profit margins but more stable equity 
returns.

Online-only sales will become common, 
but still a minor factor.

Mr Mercer said electric vehicles would 
only make up five per cent of the market 
in 2025, but urged Dealers to embrace the 
technology. All vehicles would have some 
level of autonomous features, with about 
10 per cent capable of fully autonomous 
driving. 

He acknowledged the potential threat to 
dealerships of an alliance between mobility 
services and autonomous vehicle providers, 
but considered it unlikely. 

“If mobility services converge with 
autonomous vehicles, such as what Uber 
is testing in Pittsburgh today, and, in so 
doing, succeed at breaking the age-old 
bond of ownership between Americans and 
their cars and trucks, that would change 
things dramatically,” he said.



SPATIAL ECONOMICS

Spatial economics is set to be the next 
big economic shift. It will reshape 
industries, social patterns and the 

global economy. Not only will industries 
be able to operate at a scale and scope that 
were previously unprofitable, sophisticated 
logistics and the declining cost of delivery 
to the last mile will enable new services 
as well as new business models. Most 
importantly, new ways of working, 
including cloud-based collaboration, 
will make working at a distance more 
productive. This combination is set to give 
rise to a diverse scope of niche services 
available in remote locations.

According to the 2016 Bain Report, Spatial 
Economics: The Declining Cost of Distance, 
the next two decades will see the cost of 
distance decline sharply. Consequently, 
this will alter the way we live and work. 
The report states that this shift will happen 
much faster and, more broadly, than 
anyone expects or imagines. For leaders 
steering their businesses through this 
transition the changes may feel bumpy, 

even alien. On the upside, this economic 
shift will create an amazing range of 
opportunities for both businesses and those 
who invest in them. Unfortunately, for the 
unprepared it will also create unexpected 
risks.

This historic shift is being driven by an 
array of new technologies which include 
robotics, delivery drones, 3-D printing, 
logistics, autonomous vehicles and Low-
Earth-Orbit (LEO) satellites. These will give 
rise to new products and services that will 
rapidly erode the cost of moving people, 
goods and information. The result of all 
this new platform technology will be an 
acceleration of change.

The shifting urban landscape

In today’s global economy distance can 
inhibit business growth because it is 
more expensive to ship a product or the 
consumer finds it less convenient to visit 
a store location. Up until now the key to 
reducing the cost of distance has been to 
use less of it. Looking at our cities it is easy 

to see that they are designed around spatial 
economics, with dense urban hubs that 
reduce the cost of moving raw materials, 
labour and finished goods.

Over the next decade it is expected that 
a shift will occur away from these urban 
hubs to rural areas and, while some cities 
will continue to grow successfully, another 
segment of householders – especially 
middle-class families – is likely to opt for 
more space at a lower cost. At the same 
time traditional suburbs will be caught 
in the middle; neither spaciously rural 
nor conveniently urban, they run the risk 
of decay unless they can improve their 
offerings. This also applies to small or 
medium sized cities that lack urban appeal.

Three key changes are set to sustain the 
new economics of distance

We live in a time of constantly advancing 
technologies and it is believed that as these 
develop there will be a change in how 
industries operate.

Three key changes are set to occur:

1. Small-scale production of goods and 
services will become more efficient. 
 
Companies may opt for smaller 
manufacturing units close to the 
consumer, which in turn, allows 
products to be tailored more quickly 
for evolving local tastes. And by 
storing designs electronically and 
using a standard set of 3D printer 
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substrates to build products, a 
company can shift to smaller 
warehouses near the end user rather 
than having huge storage depots on 
cheap land near major transportation 
arteries. Furthermore, the use of this 
type of manufacturing technology 
allows for an increase in the variety 
of parts these smaller units can 
inventory. These reduced economies 
of scale and scope will open up 
opportunities to live and work in more 
places.

2. High-speed connectivity will become 
prevalent 
 
In this new economy, instead of 
moving people and goods, companies 
will use technology to move ideas and 
information. This will lead to new 
business models where part or all of a 
physical item will be substituted with 
a digital equivalent. Simultaneously, 
we will see the acceleration of some 
existing trends such as telecommuting.

3. The cost of physical transport will fall 
sharply 
 
With technological advances that 
enable autonomous vehicles and the 
use of delivery drones, the coming 
decade will see transportation become 
more efficient, lowering costs. New 
commercial delivery services that use 
both autonomous vehicles and drones, 
such as driverless trucks with drones 
that deliver to the last mile, could 
have an even bigger impact, reducing 
household transportation time and 
costs. Globally, Australia and New 
Zealand already allow more liberal 
use of drones for commercial activity 
than the US or Canada. However, 
fully driverless cars will not be 
widespread until they are safe under 
all driving conditions, including rain 
and extreme sunlight. This is most 
likely to occur around the second 
half of the next decade. Nonetheless, 
driver-assist features, such as highway 
autopilot and the ability to change 
lanes automatically, are already 
commercially available. In late 2015, 
electric car pioneer Tesla launched a 
software update enabling a highway-
autopilot function on its existing cars, 
and highway driving will be nearly 

autonomous by the early 2020s. 

Beware of impending stranded assets

It is believed that as people move out of 
urban centres and settle in rural areas the 
value of fixed assets in some locations – 
including ‘real’ property such as apartment 
buildings, shopping centres, telecom 
fibre and toll roads – may fall sharply. 
This creates a risk factor that today’s 
investments can become tomorrow’s 
write-offs. To minimise the risk of stranded 
assets it is recommended businesses 
keep a close eye on population migration 
patterns, remembering to look beyond 
cyclical economic swings that can mask 
these migration flows. With the declining 
cost of distance and the dispersion of 
the population out of city centres, new 
opportunities for retailers, restaurants and 
other businesses will be created.

Learn to identify the key pinch points of 
spatial economics

It is important for leadership teams 
to put themselves on the front lines of 
the transformation by starting now to 
incorporate new technologies such as 
robotics, 3-D printing and drones into 
their workflows. Unfortunately not every 
bet will pay off, but be assured that these 
experiences will help position early movers 
to benefit as the transformation accelerates. 
Starting now will allow most businesses 
time to determine how to best make use 
of new technologies. Forerunners will 
experiment with these new technologies 
even if they aren’t flawless.

The importance of staying alert to the 
migration of human capital and talent

Developing technologies will allow spatial 
freedom which, in turn, will pool talent in 
some locations, drain it from others and 
generally disperse it more widely than in 
the past. Each business will have differing 
talent and human capital needs and this 
shift may require rethinking the core 
locations for centralised business functions. 
In fact it is possible that teams of the future 
may no longer be located together. As such, 
businesses will need to embrace tools to 
enable seamless virtual collaboration at all 
levels. Of equal importance will be the need 
to adjust culture and corporate tradition 
where it stands in the way of adaptation to 
a new era.

Be amongst the first to spot trends

It cannot be emphasised enough that right 
now businesses need to be able to spot 
trends while staying abreast of enabling 
technologies. Most importantly, the 
pace at which these trends are adopted 
and combined will help to trigger new 
developments. Some of the investment 
themes emerging from spatial economics 
include:

• businesses that solve the ‘last-mile 
issue’ of getting goods and services 
to the final user (transportation 
efficiency)

• investments in other enabling 
technologies, including service 
robotics and connectivity

• housing growth in prosperous areas 
beyond a city’s suburbs and consumer-
oriented services and businesses to 
serve new rural communities

• technology to support small-scale 
manufacturing and the host of 
automation technologies required to 
take the physical consumer experience 
in stores and restaurants to much 
lower minimum scale points, and

• service-sector productivity 
improvements to bring the minimum 
scale points down for the provision of 
consumer services.

Learn to embrace spatial economics

To date, most companies have not even 
begun to think about spatial economics 
and what the increase of new technology 
will bring. But the declining cost of 
distance and the impact on their business 
as well as the transition to a new economic 
era has begun. The good news is that 
there is still time to adapt and brace for 
disruptive change. Leadership teams that 
start preparing now will be best positioned 
to minimise the risks and make the most 
of the opportunities as the transition 
accelerates.

Even though no-one can predict the exact 
evolution of the economy and society 
as these changes occur remember that 
leadership teams can take four early actions 
to keep one step ahead of this coming 
transformation:
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN TREASURER 
CALLS FOR ABOLITION OF  
TARIFFS AND LCT
South Australian Treasurer, Tom 

Koutsantonis, has called for the 
abolition of vehicle tariffs and 

removal of the inequitable Luxury Car Tax.

AADA, along with the Federal Chamber of 
Automotive Industries (FCAI), has thrown 
its support behind Mr Koutsantonis’ call, 
which he raised at the COAG meeting of 
Treasurers in Canberra in early December.

The call to end tariffs makes particular 
sense as, from the end of 2017, there will no 
longer be a local manufacturing industry 
for the tax to protect.

FCAI Chief Executive, Tony Weber, said it 
was time this issue returned to the federal 
government’s agenda because both taxes 

artificially suppress the affordability of new 
vehicle technologies.

“The Luxury Car Tax, in particular, acts 
as a device to artificially inflate the price 
of vehicles offering the latest in safety and 
emission technologies,” Mr Weber said.

“The LCT is imposed at what can only be 
described as an arbitrary price level and 
doesn’t even pass the fairness test. Why is 
this tax imposed on the car industry when 
a raft of other luxury goods don’t get taxed 
the same way?”

Mr Weber agreed with the SA Treasurer’s 
view that, with the cessation of volume 
local vehicle manufacturing 12 months 
from now, an import tax on vehicles would 
no longer be necessary.

“The Australian new vehicle market is 
one of the most competitive in the world. 
Reducing tariffs and taxes provides 
manufacturers with further opportunity to 
bring their new technologies to market at 
even more affordable prices,” he said.

“Artificial market mechanisms like the LCT 
have a stifling effect on the flowthrough of 
important technologies like automated and 
electric vehicles.

“What we’re seeing now is a growing 
public awareness of the huge benefits these 
technologies can offer us; it’s refreshing to 
see calls for a review of inequitable taxes 
and charges like the LCT.”

TURBOCHARGER
SERVICING - Automotive

G.C.G TURBOCHARGERS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD ABN 28 001 825 609    WWW.GCG.COM.AU  EMAIL: SALESGCG.COM.AU

• Evaluate the risk of developing 
stranded assets.

• Review supply, distribution and logic 
chains with an eye to stripping out 
distance costs.

• Incorporate new technologies into 

existing workflows to test and learn.

• Anticipate the migration of human 
capital and talent.

Although much will depend on the speed of 
technological change and the convergence 
of these breakthroughs, spatial economics 

is set to shake up long-held beliefs about 
opportunities for growth and economies 
of scale in ways that are both expected and 
unexpected. Still, one thing is clear: visible 
changes are under way – don’t let your 
business get left behind. 

http://www.gcg.com.au
http://www.gcg.com.au
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COORDINATED APPROACH  
TO AUTONOMOUS CARS A MUST

AADA joins the FCAI in backing 
a coordinated approach to the 
introduction of autonomous vehicle 

technology. 

It is a given that within the next few 
decades all cars on the road will be 
driverless, with the first vehicles expected 
to hit the road inside the next few years.

The transition period, when automated 
and human-driven vehicles are sharing the 
roads, is the most critical and fraught with 
potential hazards, and this is a large part of 
the reason why governments must establish 
a road map for rollout of the technology.

There is also the need to ensure that 
whatever research and development 

Australian companies undertake in this 
area are compatible with similar projects 
being undertaken overseas. Although we 
are supporters of Australian innovation, 
Dealers sell vehicles produced overseas and 
this needs to be considered.

The Australian Driverless Vehicle Initiative 
(ADVI) advocates the development of a 
five-year funding and incentive package 
focused on research, development, 
demonstration and deployment similar 
to the UK’s £100 million (AUD$177 
million) Intelligent Mobility Fund, which 
is expected to fast-track an estimated 
AUD$1.6 trillion in productivity benefits 
for the UK. 

An ADVI report compiled by economist 
Brian Haratsis estimates that the 
Australian economy stands to benefit by 
up to $15 billion per year and 16,000 jobs if 
we can harness the potential of intelligent 
mobility.

The ADVI report also cites research 
predicting shared autonomous vehicles 
will, by 2030, account for 10 per cent 
of vehicle sales and 30 per cent of all 
kilometres travelled. 

Made up of senior executives from 
government, industry, peak bodies, 
universities and other relevant 
organisations, the Australian Driverless 
Vehicle Initiative was formed in 2014 to 

http://www.citywideconsulting.com.au
http://www.citywideconsulting.com.au
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explore the impacts and requirements 
of the new technology in an Australian 
context, and recommend methods and 
systems to safely and successfully bring 
self-driving vehicles to Australian roads.

The Australian Communications and 
Media Authority will allocate a dedicated 

band for Coordinated Intelligent Transport 
Systems (C-ITS) by early 2017, providing 
for an integrated, automated and connected 
driving network across Australia. 

AADA backs FCAI Chief Executive Tony 
Weber’s call to ensure that whatever 
governance and framework Australia 

places put around the proposed C-ITS 
network completely integrates with those 
of the EU, which shares our 5.9 Gigahertz 
digital band. 

“A national approach is vital and by doing 
so will optimise all the opportunities that 
C-ITS presents to us,” Mr Weber said.

OPPORTUNITIES, RISKS IN 
DRIVERLESS FUTURE

The introduction and eventual 
universal adoption of driverless 
technology will completely change 

the retail automotive game and any Dealers 
slow to adapt will find themselves left 
behind. For the smart, however, there will 
be opportunities.

Fewer sales, more service

Market analysis company IHS estimates 
that the technology in self-driving cars 
will initially add between $7,000 and 
$10,000 to the sticker price of a car in 2025 
with, hopefully, a nice margin built in for 
Dealers. That price premium is, however, 
expected to decline in the following years 
as the technology becomes more prevalent.

A 2015 study by researchers at the 
University of Michigan’s Transportation 
Research Institute concluded that owning 
a self-driving car could lead to families 
owning fewer cars than they do now.

Today’s average of 2.1 cars per household 
could drop to 1.2, with features such as 
‘Return Home’ allowing user trips to 
overlap. This, however, will lead to an 

estimated 75 per cent increase in mileage, 
creating opportunity for more frequent 
servicing requirements. That’s great news 
for Dealers because, as we all know, greater 
profits are to be found in the service 
department than in new vehicle sales. 

At the 2016 J D Power and NADA 
Automotive Forum, John Krafcik, CEO of 
Google’s self-driving car project, said he 
believed people who purchase a self-driving 
car could see annual mileage upwards 
of 100,000 miles (160,000 kilometres), 
compared to a household average of 
roughly 13,500 miles (21,500 kilometres) 
today. 

This was because the car could be used 
by multiple people, including for things 
like ride-sharing services. With this 
dramatically increased usage it is logical 
to assume there will be a greater need 
for professionally trained technicians to 
service the technology. That means more 
jobs.

An extensive Pricewaterhousecoopers 
(PWC) study predicts supplier revenues 
will shift from engines, interiors and 

chassis to electronics, software, cloud 
services and batteries.

On the downside, service technicians will 
need to be trained to repair and maintain 
all this new technology, but that is a cost 
that Dealers will share with manufacturers.

Adapt or die

The PWC report says revenues from 
ride-sharing, robofleet and similar 
sectors will grow rapidly, as will revenues 
from pure digital services such as on-
board entertainment and location-based 
information providers.

New players will supersede old companies 
unable or unwilling to adapt and car 
makers will have to share a greater 
proportion of the profits. The PWC study 
suggested that by 2030 traditional auto 
makers and suppliers will see their share 
of industry profits drop from 70 less than 
50 per cent as technology companies 
gobble up the connectivity dollar. Already 
Apple is reputed to have spent $US10 
billion on developing an iCar and Google’s 
autonomous vehicles have driven over 2.5 
million kilometres.

PWC predicts that by 2030 ‘shared 
mobility’ will account for 10 per cent of the 
auto industry’s projected $US7.8 trillion 
turnover and 20 per cent of its $US600 
billion profit. ‘Digital services’ will take a 
further five per cent of profits and ‘supplier 
(new technology/software)’ another 11 per 
cent.

This raises the possibility that not all OEMs 
will survive and new players will almost 
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certainly emerge, so Dealers need to take a 
strategic look at their franchises and make 
a judgement on which will survive in this 
brave new world.

Aftermarket opportunities

PWC predicts the automobile aftermarket 
business will grow faster than average 
in the early years, with shared mobility 
increasing vehicle use. This, however, is 
expected to decline once the growth of 
electric vehicles soars. 

Nonetheless dealerships can position 
themselves to sell connected car packages 
to consumers, mostly bundled with new 
cars, as Audi, Mercedes-Benz, and Tesla 
already do. Connected car data could 
provide opportunities to sell ‘life of vehicle’ 
monitoring and service/maintenance.

“Any company providing on-board services 
will have access to far more information 
about drivers and passengers, their 
behaviour, interests  and preferences, which 
can be used to market to them much more 
precisely,” the PWC report reads. 

“A large market for aftersales upgrades and 
services will likely be established, much 
like the market for apps and accessories 
that grew so quickly around smartphones.”

Connectivity first 

By 2022 connected car packages are 
expected to make up 6.9 per cent of the 
total vehicle price for volume cars and 14.2 
per cent for premium models.

Connectivity will come before full 
automation and the needs and wants 
of consumers will follow from that. 

PWC predicts smart mobility services 
to lead the way, providing for travel and 
accommodation bookings, ride-sharing, 
car-sharing, robo-taxis and more. 
Other services to be used in-car include 
advertising, communication, social media, 
commerce, banking, entertainment content 
and services such as health and education.

These will be designed and provided 
by tech companies and those auto 
manufacturers quick enough to adapt. The 
key for Dealers will be picking winners 
and partnering with them. Features more 
related to the performance of the vehicle, 
such as advanced driver assistance systems, 
human-machine interface, infotainment, 
connectivity, computing and cloud-based 
enabling services, represent the best 
opportunity for Dealers to get and stay 
involved through system and software 
updates and maintenance.

Content is king

Elliot Garbus, General Manager of the 
transportation solutions division at Intel, 
said recently that delivering content to 
autonomous vehicles could eventually 
be worth up to $US5 billion. In the short 
to medium term in-vehicle content will 
help consumers adjust to the change to 
autonomous driving. With up to 75 per 
cent of survey respondents saying they were 
afraid of riding in an autonomous vehicle, 
features that show them exactly what the 
car’s radar, sensors and camera are picking 
up will help ease those concerns and 
make consumers more comfortable using 
autonomous driving technology. 

Another great opportunity lies in in-car 
entertainment and information systems. 

With all car users to be reduced to the 
role of passenger, the demand for and 
opportunity to provide for them will be 
significant. Commuters will want their 
cars to be mobile offices, with the ability to 
check and send emails, make calls, stream 
videos, find nearby restaurants and more. 
Smart Dealers will facilitate these consumer 
desires.

New insurances

Another factor to consider is the cost 
of installing and insuring features and 
equipment such as LiDAR, cameras, aerials 
and ultrasonic wheel sensors. You should 
think about beginning a conversation with 
your insurance provider and F&I partners.

Australians are proven ‘early adopters’ 
of technology. On the opportunity side, 
therefore, there is the possibility of 
monetising consumers’ desire to have the 
newest and the latest via financing options.

Ride-sharing – a different model

Toyota’s investment in Uber, VWs in Gett 
and GMs in Lyft means that in the future 
dealerships might become garages for 
these fleets, with fewer people choosing 
individual ownership.

If individual car ownership goes by the 
wayside, dealerships will have to change 
their models to become service providers 
rather than sales outlets. 

No-one knows exactly how the future of 
passenger vehicles will evolve. One thing, 
however, is for sure: it will be those who are 
informed, aware, innovative and adaptable 
who will not only survive but thrive.
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Keeping up-to-date with emerging 
technology associated with connected 
and autonomous vehicles and 

planning innovative ways to adapt and 
operate their businesses represent the 
biggest challenges facing Dealers over the 
next 15 years.

It’s hard to imagine but by 2030 we will be 
living in a sci-fi world, with most of the cars 
on our roads being driverless.

It is the most significant change to the 
automotive industry since the Model T 
Ford.

For Dealers to meet these challenges, it 
depends largely on the Federal Government 
supporting the recommendations of the 
Australian Driverless Vehicle Initiative 
(ADVI) and agree to a five-year funding and 
incentive package to explore mechanisms 
to fund and manage the introduction of 
autonomous vehicles (AV).

The ADVI has recommended an ‘AV 
Accelerator Program’ be initiated to ensure 
that, by 2020 at the latest, near-to-market 
technologies such as high speed highway 
assist with drivers in control, remote car 
parking using a hand held device and 
potentially truck platooning, can occur to 
enable products be sold and utilised.

The program will focus on research, 

development, demonstration and 
deployment, similar to the Intelligent 
Mobility Fund in the UK.

AADA fully supports the ADVI initiative, 
but it will require a unified national 
approach by all interested parties to make 
it work.

By way of background, the ADVI emerged 
in 2014 out of a Driverless Vehicle 
Roundtable at the ARRB Conference. Senior 
executives from government, industry, 
peak bodies, universities and other relevant 
organisations attended to discuss what 
steps were needed to enable the effective 
introduction of self-driving vehicles in 
Australia.

There are different levels of entry for 
connected cars before they are classified 
as fully autonomous vehicles. We already 
have park assist, traffic jam assist – which 
is partial automation – and highway patrol, 
defined as conditional automation. The next 
step is high automation before arriving at 
the final stage of full automation.

The economic benefits AVs will generate 
are staggering, if we take notice of forecasts 
made by KPMG on the UK automotive 
industry last year.

KPMG says connected and autonomous 
vehicles in the UK will lead to the creation 
of 25,000 new jobs within the automotive 
industry.

They also say more than 25,000 serious 
accidents will be prevented and more than 
2,500 lives saved on UK roads between now 
and 2030.

AADA CEO, David Blackhall, believes 
these figures will be reflected proportionally 
in Australia over the same period. ADVI 
agrees, forecasting 20,000 new jobs being 
created by 2025.

But Mr Blackhall warns that while there 
will be overall economic benefits, there will 
also be unintended consequences such as a 
decline in motor body repairs, a downturn 
in the parts supplier business and a decline 
in traditional service centre business due to 
fewer accidents.

“If Dealers want to succeed and take 
advantage of these changing times they 
will have to start adapting to this new 
technology now,” he said.

“We need to take notice of forecasts from 
people like John Krafcik, CEO of Google’s 
self-driving car project, who says people 
who buy self-driving cars will travel 160,000 
kilometres annually or seven times more 
than the average motorist travels today. 

“And with the likes of Uber, Gett and Lyft 
dominating the fleet business, individual car 
ownership could come to an abrupt end and 
be totally replaced by these providers.

When asked what then happens to dealers?  
What kind of business will dealers be in if 
the roads are taken over by fleets?

 David Blackhall admitted nobody really 
knows and that it is a major concern.  

“We have a lot of work to do to make sure 
we are part of it and to do everything 
possible to safeguard our businesses,” he 
said.

THE SPOOKY WORLD OF 
SCI-FI IS UPON US
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Ray Kennedy
Automotive Industry 
Observer and Advisor 
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Globalzone offers you peace of mind with a physical security barrier solution providing safety to the site, stock and 
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Competitive Prices - Excellent Service - Product Guaranteed 
Call or Email us now for an immediate order at our Run-Out Prices. 

Offer Ends: 20th December 2016    PH: 1300-885-787    bayden@globalzone.com.au 
 

IPSWICH CHOSEN FOR AUSTRALIA’S 
LARGEST DRIVERLESS TRIAL
Australia’s largest trial of autonomous 

driver technology will take place 
in Ipswich, with 500 residents to 

take part in a cutting edge trial using cars 
retrofitted with intelligent technology. 

The four-year trial is the first in 
Queensland and the largest ever 
undertaken in Australia. It will collect data 
to test the safety of the technology, with 
the aim of eventually implementing the 
technology on all roads across the state. 

Queensland Main Roads Minister, Mark 
Bailey, said the “highly-automated” 
cooperative intelligent transport systems 
(C-ITS) cars will anticipate other drivers’ 
behaviour, react to potential danger 
and communicate with existing road 
infrastructure such as traffic lights.

“These devices work by providing safety 
warnings to the driver about a range of 
conditions; for example, a pedestrian 
crossing at a signalised intersection, a red 
light runner or a queue ahead that isn’t 
visible to a driver,” Minister Bailey said.

“Our interest in testing these vehicles is 
to help understand the implications for 
our infrastructure and drivers, and the 

academics, and government, in order to 
drive further technological development.

The Department of Transport and Main 
Roads is partnering with automotive parts 
giant Bosch to acquire the vehicles. The 
planning phase will have a strong focus on 
safety.

The trial follows the October launch of 
work on the first self-driving vehicle 
developed in Australia, a project in which 
Bosch is partnered with the Victorian 
government, the Transport Accident 
Commission and VicRoads.

The $1.2 million vehicle is being built in 

Clayton, Victoria, and has been designed to 
navigate roads with or without driver input. 
That includes the ability to detect and avoid 
hazards such as pedestrians, cyclists and 
other vehicles.

The CAVI project is co-funded by the 
Motor Accident Insurance Commission, 
with other partners including Queensland 
University of Technology’s Centre 
for Accident Research, Road Safety 
Queensland, Bosch and Ipswich City 
Council.

On-road testing is expected to begin in 
2019.

improvements to 
automated vehicle 
performance when 
the vehicle can talk 
to other vehicles and 
infrastructure.” 

Data generated by 
this component of 
the Cooperative and 
Automated Vehicle 
Initiative (CAVI) 
trial will be made 
available to industry, 
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VARYING DEGREES OF AUTONOMOUS 
VEHICLES
We won’t suddenly go, overnight, 

from driving ourselves around to 
lying back in fully autonomous 

vehicles. The introduction of the 
technology will come in stages as outlined 
below.

No automation

Also known as ‘driving’, or what we’ve 
done for more than a century now. This, as 
we know, requires constant driver input. 
In the future such vehicles might well be 
known as ‘dumb cars’.

Driver assistance

This section encompasses those vehicles 
that undertake some specific driving 
tasks, such as steering or acceleration/
deceleration assistance. Drivers are still 
required to perform all active duties, but 
the vehicle assists via warnings and alerts.

Partial automation

Now we’re getting into the area of true 
automated features. Using information in 
their driving environment, these vehicles 
help with some dynamic driving tasks, 
including complete control over steering 
and acceleration/deceleration. The human 
driver is still required to monitor the 
external environment in order to take 
over those functions if necessary and is 
responsible for the remaining dynamic 
driving tasks. 

Conditional automation

Here we move into the realm of the vehicle 
conducting the external monitoring as well. 

intervention in case of emergency, but will 
be equipped to respond autonomously 
should the human not react. This is 
driving-mode specific, distinguishing it 
from:

Full automation

This is full-time operation by the 
automated driving system of all aspects 
of dynamic driving under any conditions. 
There is no need for a human to be present, 
providing the ability to call your car to you, 
send it away or order it to park itself.

Of course many vehicles already have 
a small level of automation, including 
features such as:

Automated Parking Assist

Toyota was the first company to develop 
this technology. Using cameras and 
sensors, the vehicle controls the steering 
when parallel parking. Some systems 
require the driver to apply the accelerator 
and brakes while others are fully-
automated. Ford has even developed the 
ability for drivers to control this function 
from outside the vehicle.

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)

Long-range radar and laser systems 
measure the speed and distance of other 
vehicles in the environment, allowing 
the driver to set desired speeds and 
maintain a safe distance between the 

vehicle and the car in front. This system 
has proved successful in highway driving 
environments and has been implemented 
by the likes of Toyota, Volkswagen, Subaru, 
Audi and BMW.

The system also uses integrated GPS to 
predict entrance and exit ramps, and assess 
road conditions.

Automated Highway Driving Assistant 

Toyota leads the way here with its 
Automated Highway Driving Assist 
(AHDA) technology. This combines ACC 
with Lane Trace Control, which uses 
high performance cameras, millimetre 
wave radar and sensors to detect lane 
markings and the position of the car. The 
system automatically adjusts steering 
angle, driving torque and braking force to 
maintain road position and reduce driver 
fatigue. 

Autonomous Highway Driving

A number of manufacturers are currently 
testing technologies that will allow vehicles 
to take complete control under certain 
conditions, using sensors to navigate and 
monitor road conditions. The driver can 
still intervene at any time but this is the 
first true stage of conditional automation.

With the current rate of progress we can 
expect to speed rapidly through the various 
stages of automation within the next 
decade or two. It makes for an exciting new 
world!

The car will make decisions 
based on the conditions, with 
the human driver expected 
to be ready to intervene if 
requested. 

High automation

Finally we can kick our shoes 
off and relax. You could even 
read a book or watch a movie, 
as the vehicle undertakes all 
aspects of a dynamic driving 
task without the need for 
human intervention. The 
system will still request human 
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ELECTRIC FUTURE NOT GUARANTEED
Most people assume that the future 

of motoring is electric. Tesla 
(especially) and others are betting 

on it. Yet electric cars make up just one per 
cent of the world car market. 

Teslas are common in a place like Hong 
Kong, but in Germany and places like Utah 
or rural Australia consumers are reluctant 
to take up the technology. BMW sold just 
24,000 of the 2.2 million i3 electric city cars 
it produced last year. The alliance between 
Renault and Nissan had aimed to sell 1.5 
million electric vehicles between 2010 and 
the end of 2016 but to date has delivered 
just 350,000 to customers.

To the end of October, 518,440 electric 
vehicles had been sold around the world, 
compared to 550,297 for the entire 2015 

calendar year. 

When you consider world sales of all 
passenger vehicles totalled 89.678 million 
in 2015, electric vehicle penetration was 
just 0.61 per cent for the year.

A lack of range has been cited as the main 
reason for the lack of uptake, along with 
the purchase price and the time it takes 
to recharge. Car makers BMW, Mercedes, 
Volkswagen and Ford have joined forces 
to develop a fast-charge network across 
Europe and new, long-range models are 
coming to market, but as yet there is no 
united vision for the ongoing uptake of 
electric cars. 

The future is almost certainly autonomous, 
but we’re yet to see if will be electric.

ACCC DELIVERS REPORT ON UNFAIR 
CONTRACTS - HOW IT AFFECTS 
DEALERS

On 10 November 2016, the Australian 
Competition and Consumer 
Commission (ACCC) released its 

report of common unfair contract terms 
identified in a number of industries. While 
the ACCC’s report did not specifically 
consider motor vehicle dealer agreements, 

it did consider a number of terms that are 
common in franchising - including in 
motor vehicle retailing. 

The ACCC’s report makes it clear that it:

• considers terms of a dealer agreement 
that allow a franchisor to unilaterally 
vary key aspects of a dealer agreement 
(such as dealer standards or manuals), 
especially in a largely unrestrained 
manner, are likely to raise concerns in 
terms of being ‘unfair’; and 

• is concerned about terms that grant a 

franchisor an unreasonable power to 
terminate a franchise agreement. For 
example, on notice without any breach 
by a dealer of the terms of the dealer 
agreement, or where there are breaches 
by a dealer of the dealer agreement 
but where there is no regard to the 
severity of the breaches or whether the 
franchisee had remedied them. 

The ACCC’s Report comes in the context 
of the amendment to the unfair contract 
terms protection regime to small 
businesses. That significant legal reform 
may however have minimal impact on most 

Evan Stents
Lead Partner, 
Automotive Industry 
Group | HWL 
Ebsworth Lawyers
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dealers, by reason of it being restricted 
to ‘small business contracts’ which, by 
definition, seem to exclude most dealers. 

However, the ACCC’s report is still relevant 
to dealers because there are existing 
laws which protect dealers from unfair 
contract terms. In particular, under the 
Motor Dealers and Repairers Act 2013 
(NSW) (MDR Act), manufacturers and 
distributors are prohibiting from entering 
into unfair contracts with dealers and from 
entering into unjust conduct.

The MDR Act applies to any motor vehicle 
dealers who operate in New South Wales 
or, if they operate outside of New South 
Wales, whose dealer agreements are 
governed by the law of New South Wales. 
It is not uncommon for dealers based 
outside of New South Wales to have dealer 
agreements governed by the law of New 
South Wales. This usually occurs if the 
manufacturer’s head office is based in New 
South Wales and is a convenient way for 
dealers to access the rights available under 

the MDR Act and through association with 
AADA.

Importantly, under the MDR Act, AADA 
is approved and recognised as Australia’s 
peak ‘Motor Industry Group’ representing 
motor vehicle dealers. 

If the MDR Act applies to a dealer, and that 
dealer has a concern about being forced to 
comply with unfair contractual terms, the 
dealer may:

• lodge a complaint to the NSW Small 
Business Commissioner in respect of:  
-   un unfair contract, or unfair  
    contract term; or 
-   unjust conduct by a manufacturer.

• if the NSW Small Business 
Commissioner cannot resolve 
the issue, a dealer or AADA (as a 
representative body) can commence 
legal proceedings in the NSW Civil 
and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT) 
seeking declarations that:  
-   a contract, or term of a contract, is 

     unfair; or 
-   conduct of a manufacturer is unjust.

• seek orders such as:  
-  declarations that a contract is void or  
    to be varied in part; 
-  requiring specific performance of a 
    term in a contract; or 
-  compensation to be paid.

All disputes with manufacturers need to 
be carefully considered, especially having 
regard to the length of individual dealers’ 
tenure under it dealer agreement. However, 
dealers who are based in New South Wales, 
or whose Dealer Agreements are governed 
by the law of New South Wales, should 
seek legal advice if concerned about unfair 
contract terms or unjust conduct on the 
part of a motor vehicle manufacturer or 
distributor.

This article was written by Evan Stents - 
Lead Partner and Christian Teese - Senior 
Associate, Automotive Industry Group | 
HWL Ebsworth Lawyers.

DEALER TARGETS AND EVALUATING 
PERFORMANCE

Vinesh George
Company Secretary 
and Legal Council, 
AADA

At the AADA Convention in September 
there was a very interesting presentation 
made by Urban Science on the thorny 

issue of Dealer targets. 

Most Dealer Agreements have clauses contained 
in them stating that a failure to meet targets is 
a breach of the Dealer Agreement. A breach of 
the Dealer Agreement may ultimately result in 
a non-renewal or termination of the franchise, 
depending on the circumstances. These clauses 
are, therefore, of critical importance and should 
be carefully drafted and reviewed by Dealer 
Councils.

Some Dealer Agreements go into great detail 
as to how a Dealer’s performance is measured, 
while others are very vague on how performance 
is measured and simply state a failure to meet a 
target is a breach of the Dealer Agreement. The 
targets themselves are usually set annually and 

will vary from Dealer to Dealer depending on 
location. It goes without saying that the setting 
of targets should be reasonable and considerable 
thought should be given to the many factors that 
can affect a Dealer’s performance and ability to 
meet targets. 

Urban Science describe themselves as business 
scientists, and in relation to the setting 
of targets and evaluating performance I 
certainly recommend a scientific approach. 

Urban Science describe how they go 
about target-setting, which includes a 
consideration of the following factors:

• Number of vehicles an OEM wants to 
sell.

• Split sales volume by buyer type (retail 
and fleet), model and month.

• Correct PMA set-up.

• Use VFACTS data, segmentation and 
buyer types.

The Total Retail Sales Target is then made 
up of 80 per cent PMA Opportunity and 20 
per cent Sales History.

In terms of measuring Dealer sales 
performance there are three common 
metrics:

• Dealer Sales vs Target.

• Dealer Sales Effectiveness, which is 
Dealer total sales divided by expected 
sales in PMA.
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• Brand Registration Effectiveness, 
which is actual brand registrations 
divided by expected sales in PMA.

Adjustments are made for consumer 
preferences such as location in a city or 
rural suburb. It appears to be significantly 
fairer to adopt a sales performance metric 
based on sales effectiveness that measures 
a Dealer against what was actually sold 
across the Dealer network as opposed to 
simply looking at a Dealer’s sales against a 
desired target, which is inherently difficult 
to predict.

should discuss these issues with the 
distributors when targets and evaluating 
performance are next discussed. Once an 
approach is agreed with the distributor, 
the next step is to have it accurately 
drafted in the Dealer Agreement and 
accurately applied to each and every Dealer 
when targets are set each year and when 
performance is evaluated. 

Vinesh operates his own legal practice 
in Sydney and currently advises Dealers 
and Dealer Councils in relation to general 
commercial, consumer, corporate, disputes 
and leasing issues.

DEALER INCENTIVES AND DICK SMITH 
ELECTRICAL

Much has been written about the 
recent failure of Dick Smith, 
particularly with reference to 

the value and accounting treatment of 
supplier rebates. If you are not familiar 
with what has been reported, Dick Smith’s 
management has been criticised for the 
recognition of supplier rebates as income 
before the inventory to which they pertain 
were sold. AFR reported in July 2016 that 
Dick Smith would have lost more than 
$100m in 2015 if not for the $166m of 
supplier rebates recognised on inventory in 
stock at the end of the 2015 financial year.  

Supplier rebates have long been 
commonplace in many retail environments 
and, understandably, are often not 
disclosed due to their commercially 
sensitive nature. Supplier/factory rebates, 
or incentives, are also commonplace in 
the retail motor industry and of vital 
importance in the profitability equation. 
BDO’s observation is that the value and 
significance of these supplier/factory 

incentives, be it at a wholesale or retail 
level, are more substantial than ever before. 
It is also our observation that criteria for 
achievement are more complicated than 
ever before, which has made the decisions 
regarding the point at which the income is 
recognised even more challenging.

For motor dealerships, the factory 
incentives with a clear nexus to a particular 
vehicle, such as holdback, are easily 
distinguished and recognised as income 
at the time of recognising the vehicle sale. 
With other incentives, even when there is 
a nexus to a particular vehicle, there are 
other criteria that trigger the entitlement, 
for example target achievement, 
stocking targets, customer satisfaction, 
demonstrator bonus, etc. Some will be 
earned for achieving a single criterion, 
while others are based on multiple factors 
and are measured over a 12-month period. 
Some will be an automatic claim while 
others require the dealership to lodge a 
manual claim.

While understanding the criteria and 
when they are achieved is complicated, 
add to that the many and varied payment 
frequencies. Some are paid weekly, others 
fortnightly or monthly or bi-monthly. I 
could go on. Then there is the method of 
payment: some directly, while others are an 

offset against the parts account.

Then there is the age-old issue of whether 
these form part of gross profit or are 
treated as ‘other income’, and while many 
manufacturers try to direct the accounting 
treatment for the sake of comparability, 
invariably the treatment is different from 
dealership to dealership.  

So you may be wondering what all this 
means and what is the connection to Dick 
Smith? Well we’re not suggesting that 
dealerships would intentionally recognise 
in advance supplier/factory rebates 
and incentives in order to manipulate a 

Randall Bryson
Partner,  
BDO Automotive

Achieving targets and achieving other 
metrics set by the distributor is often 
linked to significant bonuses and other 
significant incentives. In some situations 
a franchise may not be profitable without 
the achievement of the bonus incentives. As 
discussed above and at the other end of the 
scale, significant under-performance can 
lead to a deterioration in the relationship 
between Dealer and distributor and 
may ultimately lead to non-renewal of a 
franchise or termination of a franchise. 

Given the importance of these provisions 
in a Dealer Agreement, Dealer Councils 



financial result. However, we are conscious 
that (particularly where our role is as 
auditors) where confusion regarding these 
incentives creates an opportunity, then 
individual Dealers may be motivated to 
manipulate a financial result where they 
are:

• not be achieving the level of 
profitability required under financiers’ 
covenants

• not be achieving the level of 
profitability expected by the 
shareholders, the Board or other key 
stakeholders, and/or

• looking to enhance the profitability for 
future sale (think due diligence).

Aside from the potential to deceive, 
the complexity of the accounting and 
achievement criteria with respect to these 

incentives is creating the potential that 
income to which the Dealer may be entitled 
is not being received. Now that is an 
internal control problem.

For more information on how to take 
control of your factory income, please 
contact the BDO Automotive team.

SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES
Summer is here and the warmer 

weather presents Dealers with 
opportunities. Did you know that 

when potential buyers feel comfortably 
warm, they tend to be more interested and 
want to buy products they see?

Studies show that when temperatures 
are warm and pleasant, customers have 
a better perception of products in which 
they are interested in buying. According to 
researchers, ‘exposure to physical warmth 
activates the concept of emotional warmth’.

Temperatures influence consumer 
behaviour. One study compared 
participants’ purchasing habits across a 
range of warm and cold temperatures – 
cold, normal, warm. Those in the warm 
group were willing to pay more than 
the other two groups for nine of the 11 
products to which they were exposed.

According to the results, the optimal 
temperature for increased consumer 
purchasing is 25 degrees Celsius. Try 
setting your dealership’s air conditioner to 

25 this summer and measure for yourself if 
temperature impacts car buyers’ behaviour. 
If it does, it might be worth keeping that 
temperature all year round.

Other summer opportunities

Summer means holidays. We all remember 
our childhood summers of piling into 
the car and Dad driving off down the 
coast for a week or two. Now, as Dealers, 
it represents the chance to promote 
service specials, sell new tyres, encourage 
customers to service their car’s air 
conditioner, sell headrest monitors (keep 
the kids quiet), window tinting, roof racks 
– the list goes on.

Summer means parents always have the 
kids around. That can be a hassle for them, 
so why not help them out? Offer free icy 
poles with every service.

Parents ferrying their kids around to junior 
sports like cricket make good targets to 
upgrade to an SUV.

Think strategically

Summer is the time students are leaving 
high school. This represents a great chance 
to get your hands on emerging young 
talent. Not all students will go to university, 
and even those who do won’t begin for 
another two to three months. So why not 
offer an internship or two? Offering a 
summer job is a low-cost way to expose 
the next generation to your business and 
hopefully find the next generation of your 
staff
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NEWER CARS ARE SAFER CARS

Logic tells us that with the passing of 
time we, as consumers, are benefiting 
from design improvements and 

technological advancements – no matter 
what the product. Take the iPhone for 
example. I’m sure most will attest the 
iPhone 7 is a vast improvement on, say, 
the iPhone 4. So why is there still the 
misconception that older, more ‘sturdily’ 
built cars are safer?

I am sure you’ve heard it – that the old 
XC Falcon or 80 Series Landcruiser is far 
safer than the cars of today; they’re bigger, 
heavier, more solidly built. But you don’t 
have to cast your mind back even that far. 

Our latest analysis data shows a clear link 
between the age of a car and occupant 
fatalities, which bucks the above 
misconception.

JAMES GOODWIN
ANCAP CEO

The average age of registered passenger 
vehicles and SUVs in Australia is 9.8 years. 
The average age of vehicles involved in 
fatal crashes, however, stands at 12.5 years. 
The oldest vehicles (built 1999 or earlier) 
account for 20 per cent of the vehicle 
fleet but were involved in 36 per cent of 
fatalities. The newest vehicles (built 2010 to 
2015) account for 31 per cent of the vehicle 
fleet but were involved in 11 per cent of 
fatalities.

The numbers speak for themselves. Newer 
cars are safer.

The improvements in vehicle safety over 
the past two decades can be claimed 
almost exclusively as a result of ANCAP 
influence in encouraging vehicle brands 
to manufacture safer cars and subsequent 
consumer uptake. With our national road 
toll rising rather than falling, the challenge 
today is to accelerate the uptake of newer, 
safer cars and, as a result, drive down the 
average fleet age and number of lives lost.

This challenge also holds true when we 
consider another misconception – this 
time, one from the other end of the 

spectrum – that ‘all cars are now safe’. 
This is somewhat true if we consider it is 
now common for new vehicle models to 
attain the maximum 5 star ANCAP safety 
rating. But this misconception looks at 
the fleet with tunnel vision. It doesn’t take 
into account the registered vehicle fleet as 
a whole. 

The problem is the age of the fleet. We must 
consider ways to incentivise the purchase of 
newer, safer vehicles. 

It is the responsibility of a wide range of 
organisations and industries to work to 
reduce the level of road trauma. Incentives 
that encourage more swift advancements 
in vehicle safety technology will accelerate 
this. 

To encourage the sale of newer safer cars, 
vehicle brands, dealerships and financiers 
should look to offer reduced interest 
rates or special loans for those with lower 
incomes and vulnerable road users such 
as inexperienced drivers or the elderly. 
Insurers should offer reduced premiums; 
after all, much of the financial burden of 
road trauma is carried by insurers and 
road authorities should provide reduced 
registration charges.

Another consideration at Dealer level is to 
have older trade-ins scrapped rather than 
resold.

With the knowledge that older cars are 
involved in the greatest number of fatal 
crashes, we need to encourage a more 
modern fleet through all possible avenues.

Newer, safer cars save lives.

The Australasian New Car Assessment 
Program (ANCAP) is Australasia’s leading 
independent vehicle safety advocate. 
ANCAP provides consumers with 
transparent information on the level of 
occupant and pedestrian protection and 
collision avoidance capabilities provided by 
different vehicle models in the most common 
types of serious crashes.
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WILL AN F&I MENU SURVIVE?
We have kept Dealers informed 

about the Australian Securities 
and Investments Commission’s bid 

to make significant changes to the way auto 
Dealers sell finance and insurance. 

At the heart, these changes will be ensuring 
auto finance customers have been sold 
the right products for them at a fair price, 
i.e. no unsuitable products and none with 
inappropriate margins. 

With ASIC pushing hard for change, 
questions are being asked about the role of 
the popular selling mechanism, F&I menu, 
in the future sales process. 

F&I consulting supplie, Op2ma, has been 
delivering F&I technology for over 10 
years to Australian Dealers, insurers and 
financiers. 

No-one in the country has a larger cross-
section of vehicle sales transactions with 
F&I products, with a database growing by 
over 25,000 records every month, so we 
asked them for some insight.

In terms of what the future looks like, 
Op2ma says we have to start simple. If the 
government continues to allow Dealers 
(and business managers) to sell finance and 
insurance products then they will always 
need some technology to help them deliver 
information to customers. 

Regardless of the change in margins or 
change in products that can be sold, the 
best way to assemble this information in a 
customer-friendly manner is a menu. If the 
menu – like the Op2ma Multi-Dimensional 
Menu (MDM) – can track compliance 
through embedded sales process 

checkpoints and manage sophisticated 
business rules (governed by laws), then an 
advanced menu will produce consistent 
performance (within the boundaries 
allowed) with full-compliance reporting to 
satisfy the lawmakers.

Plus, if Dealers use technology like MDM 
– which is integrated with DMS and 
financier credit systems – they get massive 
efficiencies, so their people can do more 
with less, which is what the new landscape 
may look like. Volume could become the 
new catch-cry for all Dealers.

So will a menu survive? 

We think it will. If the government wants 
more consistent outcomes for customers 
and Dealers will need more from less, then 
a menu is the best way forward.

Make yourself  irresistible 
with our new Dealer 
Destination Pages.

MORE 

Stand out from the rest and showcase your brand even better with  
features like virtual dealership tours and instant service booking. 

Why let the competition get the scoop?
Ask your account manager about Dealer Destination Pages 
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2016 CHAMPIONSHIP RESULT IN V8 
SUPERCARS, ANOTHER YAWN

The 2017 V8 Supercar season is done 
and dusted for another year; however 
it certainly didn’t finish on the high 

of some other sports, where massively 
surprising results in 2016 took the brands 
of those sports to almighty new heights. 
The power of the ‘unpredictable’ in major 
sporting codes is profound.

In the AFL, the Western Bulldogs’ grand 
final victory was hugely popular and 
sparked an incredible level of media 
attention. It was a win for the masses, 
given their only other premiership was 62 
years ago. Whilst the Bulldogs won the 
flag, the winner was really the AFL itself 
as the popularity meter was reset after the 
monotony of Hawthorn final appearances.

Same in the NRL with the Cronulla 
Sharks when they turned their fortunes 
around ‘overnight’ and recorded their first 
premiership ever in another dramatically 
popular outcome for the Rugby League 
code.

Also in the USA, the Chicago Cubs broke 
the biggest drought in sports history when 
they won the World Series and created 
never-before-seen celebrations and media 
hysteria.

These three examples illustrate the 
importance in sport of refreshing the 
trophy cabinet. It’s like a blood transfusion 
with the injection of new life and hope into 
the game. It provides unlimited new angles 
for the media to explore and increases 
public appeal at all levels of the game. Sport 
is an emotional business and routine is the 
enemy of emotion.

When one team dominates the results year 
on year, the sport becomes flat, lacking in 
excitement and unfortunately. it sucks the 
passion tank dry; fans lose interest and vote 

with their feet and the TV remote control. 
This is a very dangerous position for any 
sport and it’s the space Supercars has been 
in for some time. Nothing changed this 
year with yet another spectacular solo 
performance by Team Triple 888 and its 
three drivers. Shane Van Gisbergen, Jamie 
Whincup and Craig Lowndes (1st, 2nd, 
4th).

Triple 888 have won seven of the past 
nine Championships and need to be 
congratulated for this outstanding feat 
as they constantly strive to build on all 
aspects of team strategy and have a plan to 
always keep ahead of the game. Their latest 
move to recruit Shane Van Gisbergen and 
move to three cars further strengthened 
their stranglehold on the Championship. 
However, the leaders of this sport must 
surely realise it is actually weakening the 
sport, for when Triple 888 gets stronger it 
has a counter-adverse impact on teams with 
less commercial and technical capability.

Unfortunately I see nothing our sport is 
doing to introduce new initiatives to even 
the competition. There are endless options 
to do this if the sport cares enough to think 
outside the square, like all other elite sports 
do.

Independence is needed in the sport. 
We have a situation in which the most 

influential person, Roland Dane, is also the 
owner of the team that has won seven of the 
last nine Championships and who has been 
on the Board of V8s for years. Most of these 
years he has claimed the ‘Premiership’.

The major changes necessary to take 
the sport to the next desperately needed 
level will only take place when the team 
representatives stop self-managing 
the Series and allow independent 
Commissioners to set the strategic 
planning and transformation agenda. I 
have been saying this until I am blue in 
the face and unless it happens you can bet 
the Triple 888 juggernaut will continue to 
dominate our sport.

Let’s look at the winners and losers of 
2016

List A reflects the Top 10 for this season. 
Whilst Triple 888 dominated with a 1st, 
2nd and 4th, it was healthy to see Davidson, 
Mostert, Slade and Caruso slide into the 
top 10 versus the prior year at the expense 
of Coulthard, Rick Kelly, Reynolds 
(dropped from 3rd to 16th) and Courtney.

List B is the concept I introduced after 
last year’s results that shows the Top 10 
results of those drivers in teams who are 
not the beneficiaries of factory funding, 
so congratulations to the Tekno Team 

 John Crennan
 Motorsport Contributor
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and Will Davidson for winning this 
Premiership.

List A - Official 2016 Top 10 in 
Championship:

1.   Shane van Gisbergen  
2.   Jamie Whincup  
3.   Scott Mc Laughlin  
4.   Craig Lowndes  
5.   Will Davidson  
6.   Mark Winterbottom  
7.   Chaz Mostert  
8.   Tim Slade  
9.   Garth Tander  
10. Michael Caruso 

For manufacturers it was six Holdens, two 
Fords, one Nissan and one Volvo.

List B - Unofficial Top 10 for those without 
factory funding:

1.  Will Davidson  
2.  Mark Winterbottom  
3.  Chaz Mostert  
4.  Tim Slade  
5.  Fabian Coulthard  
6.  Scott Pye  
7.  David Reynolds  
8.  Jason Bright  
9.  Nick Percat  
10. Cam Waters 

For the manufacturers it was five Holdens 
and five Fords.

It will be most interesting to see the results 
next year for the Walkinshaw and Garry 
Rogers teams as they take their place on the 
grid without any financial support from 
Holden and Volvo respectively. This will be 
the first time in 26 years that Holden has 
not provided funding for the Walkinshaw/
HRT team. A fair estimation of funds 
injected from Holden over that period 
would have been in the vicinity of $80 
million. 

In an earlier edition at the start of the 
season, I challenged the motor sport media 
to have a crack at tipping the card for 2016. 
To set the right example with the ‘courage 
needle’ I nominated my top 26 for the year. 
After analysing my year end results I can 
understand the reluctance of the journalists 
to walk the plank. As my report card 
shows, I failed.

I tipped Jamie Whincup to win the 
Championship and he came second.

I tipped only two in the top five; six in the 
top 10 and 13 in the top 15.

The tips I got very wrong were:

• Rick Kelly for 3rd – his result was 13th
• Moffat for 9th – his result was 20th 
• Coulthard for 5th – his result was 12th
• Van Gisbergen for 8th – his result was 

1st 
• Tim Slade for 13th – his result was 8th, 

and
• Scott Mc Laughlin for 12th – his result 

was 3rd 
My accuracy levels, however, on the 15th 
to 26th positions reflected a solid set of 
predictions. 

As fortune favours the brave I will again, 
in the first edition of this magazine next 
year, make my predictions and invite some 
journalist to join me and include their tips 
in the edition.

V8 Supercars must ban the burnout

At the end of the last V8 Supercar race 
for this season in Sydney on 4 December, 
the newly-crowned champion, Shane Van 
Gisbergen, live on national television in 
prime time, did a massive tyre burntout 
that went for at least two minutes. Then, 
amidst gyrating the car to extremes and 
generating massive levels of smoke and 
blackened skid marks on the bitumen, 
Shane emerged from the Red Bull car, 
jumped on the roof and pumped the air 
with excitement and jubilation.

Unfortunately, each race this year saw 
similar irresponsible burnout victory 
rituals, which our TV commentators seem 
to endorse, judging by their supporting 
commentary during this ‘light ‘em up’ 
mayhem.

By stark and ironic contrast, 15 minutes 
later after the race last on the 6 o’clock 
national news, the lead story featured 
more road trauma and more examples 
of disgraceful social behaviour with the 
increasing number of hoon drivers where 
burnouts are their trade mark ritual. It 
seems a weekly event that we hear from 
our police superintendent talking about 
how serious this hoon driving situation is 
in Victoria and I’m sure the same problem 
exists in other states.

The question needs to be asked whether the 
authorities of our sport, in particular the 
directors of V8 Supercars, recognise that 
this irresponsible hoon element have motor 
sport and hot cars as their core recreational 
interest. As such, it is a fair assumption 
that our sport and our drivers can have an 
influence on the hoons and may well be 
promoting this dangerous street behaviour.

If the directors of V8 Supercars don’t 
recognise this connection between our 
sport and the hoon element and ban 
this imbecilic and irresponsible victory 
behaviour, then perhaps it’s time for 
government and police authorities to take 
the action.

How great it would be for V8 Supercars to 
start the new season in 2017 and ban the 
burnout ritual. Perhaps take it one step 
further and at the same time work with 
the police and government authorities to 
promote responsible driving and have each 
of the 26 professional V8 drivers support 
a media campaign designed to stop hoon 
burnouts throughout the community, with 
a “WE HAVE STOPPED IT” theme.

I know I’m not a lone voice in this plea 
to make this crucial image change for 
our sport. I certainly don’t want my 
grandchildren seeing this hero worship 
nonsense on the track and TV, thinking 
that experimenting with such antics in a 
car, is acceptable.

Christmas/summer quiz 

Like all sports, motor racing serves up its 
fair share of characters and, with that, an 
even higher number of nicknames. Over 
time the characters and their nicknames – 
and the reference to them in pit lane – have 
added a lot to the theatre and colour of this 
fascinating circus. 

The V8 series in particular travels to every 
state of Australia, spending on average 40 
nights a year in hotel/motel rooms, where 
many great stories get shared.

The quiz below covers only those 
nicknames totally removed from their real 
name. If we were to include a derivative 
of their given or surname the list would 
be need 10 pages, as it is hard to think of 
anyone who is anybody in the sport who 
has not had their real name shortened or 
slanged off in some way, e.g. Larko, Richo, 
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Brockie, Toddler, Skaifey, Lowndsie, GT, 
Cromley, Gibbo, Gricey, Foges, Big Rev 
Kev. 

Nicknames are not restricted to the drivers 
alone; the practice also applies to the 
engineers, mechanics and the media. I can’t 
think of anything more Australian than 
Motorsport nicknames.

The only clue to the 40 nicknames listed 
below (all of which are from Australian 
motor sport) is that the initial shown in 
brackets is the first letter of the surname. 
The quiz answers will appear in the next 
edition. 

Alphabet (S) Jdub (W)
Bo (S) Junior (J)
Baby Face Assassin (S) Marvin (M)
Crusher (M) Mort. (B)
Crusty (H) Nipper (C)
Cock (P) Pete (G)

In addition to the nicknames below, 
discretion has been the better part of valour 
in deciding to exclude many that cross 
the boundaries of political correctness on 
sexuality, race and, in particular, physical 
appearance. If we had included some of 
these incredibly descriptive names, this 
page would sizzle. 

Captain Chaos (G) Pirate (W)
Captain (J) Plastic (P)
Cheese (V) Ratso (R)
Disco (M) Shirley (D)
Dude (M) Split Pin (B)
Doctor (S) Slug (H)
Daffi (R) Stormin (B)
Enforcer (I) Spear (S)
Foo (Mc) Squirrel (S)
Frosty (Mc) Stretch (Mc)
Hog (G) The Fox (F)
Harry (H) The Kid (L)
Juice (N) Wobbly (P)

Recognised in the International 
Historic Motoring Awards in 2011, 
2012 and 2013 and short listed in the 

top 10 historic motor sport events in the 
world on other occasions, the Phillip Island 
Classic is now well-established on the 
international calendar, attracting priceless 
cars that have raced on the world’s most 
famous racing circuits, driven by some of 
the legends of motor racing.

“The Patron for the 2017 event at Phillip 
Island was recently announced as Dick 
Johnson, but due to overseas commitments 
this role has now been filled by another 
legend of Australian Motor Sport, 40-
year veteran, John Bowe,” said Ian Tate, 
Chairman of the VHRR Organising 
Committee. “John has partnered with Dick 
on many occasions and in 1989 the pair 
won Bathurst together in a Sierra,” he said.

With more than 500 entries and record 
crowds expected, the 2017 event will have a 
strong representation of production touring 

cars Group N, and Group C & A cars. Of 
particular importance will be the 30th 
anniversary celebration marking the first 
win in the world for a Ford Sierra with Dick 
Johnson at the wheel in Australia. To mark 
the occasion it is expected that there will 
be up to 10 Sierra’s racing at Phillip Island 
next year. The spectacular Group JK & LB 
sports and racing cars with a competition 
history prior to the end of 1960 also create 
great interest from spectators at this 
exciting motor sport event. Event Patron, 
John Bowe, will also be racing at Phillip 
Island over that weekend.

Along with the Sierras there will be more 
than 10 Formula 5000s – pre-1978 Formula 
1s and Indy cars racing. Some of Australia’s 
most celebrated Grand Prix and Touring 
Car past champions will be available on the 
day for special autograph signing sessions.

The Phillip Island Classic – Festival of 
Motor Sport is supported by major national 
and international sponsors including 

CoolDrive, Shannons, Penrite, Dutton 
Garage, Wurth, Splitrock, VACC and 
Bosch, plus a host of other names.

“Mark the dates of 18 and 19 March 2017 
in your diary to witness legends of motor 
sport and historic cars racing on one of the 
world’s finest race tracks,” said Ian Tate. 

With high levels of interest from UK and European motor racing enthusiasts and 
owners of cars with international motor sport provenance, the 2017 event at 
Phillip Island will live on as one of the most important motor race events in the 
world of historic racing.

INTERNATIONAL CARS SET TO DAZZLE  
CROWDS AT 2017 PHILLIP ISLAND  
CLASSIC HISTORIC RACE
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A 10 per cent rise in light commercial 
vehicle sales in November headlined 
the charge towards a record year of 

new vehicle sales.

The industry’s VFACTS figures show that 
private sales of light commercial vehicles 
were up 10 per cent in November compared 
with the same month last year.

Two models, both predominantly diesel-
powered, lead the market for the second 
month in succession. Sales of the market-
topping Toyota Hilux were up 14 per cent 
on November 2015, while the second-
placed Ford Ranger was up 12.6 per cent. 
The Nissan Navara made it three light 
commercial vehicles in the top 10 best 
sellers for the month.

The Chief Executive of the Federal 
Chamber of Automotive Industries, 
Tony Weber, said the strong gain in light 
commercial sales was indicative of how 
the role of these vehicles has changed over 
time.

“Private buyers are increasingly using these 
dual cab utilities as a weekday workhorse 
and a weekend recreational vehicle,” Mr 
Weber said.

“The growing sophistication of these 
vehicles, with their passenger car comfort 
and equipment levels, family-sized cabins 
and strong towing capacity, positions 
them as an alternative to the traditional 
passenger car. More entrants to this light 
commercial market are on the way in 
coming years, so we can only expect this 
segment to grow.”

Total industry sales for November reached 
98,937, a narrow gain of 0.3 per cent over 
the same month in 2015, but maintaining 
the industry’s momentum toward a record 
calendar year of sales in 2016.

Year to date the November outcome saw the 
industry top the million sales mark, with 

LIGHT COMMERCIALS DRIVE SALES AS 
WE HEAD FOR RECORD YEAR
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1,079,370 vehicles sold – 2.2 per cent ahead 
of the same time last year.

During November passenger cars sales held 
a 40.3 per cent share of the total market, 
still narrowly ahead of the fast-rising 
SUV segment which built another 1.4 
per cent gain over their November 2015 
market share to capture 37.9 per cent of the 
November 2016 market. Light commercials 
also made ground to 18.8 per cent.

As the popularity of traditional passenger 
cars continues its slow decline this year, 
the market growth areas are in medium-
sized SUVs (which accounted for 16.2 per 
cent of the total market last month, up 2 
percentage points on November last year) 
and 4X4 pick-up and cab-chassis light 
trucks, up 0.6 percentage points to grab 
12.9 per cent of the total market.

New South Wales and Victoria remain 
the two powerhouse states in vehicle sales 
nationally, even though NSW sales dipped 
by a modest 0.7 per cent in November. 
Victoria continued its strong sales, gaining 
5.7 per cent on its November 2015 result.  
South Australia, ACT, Tasmania and the 
Northern Territory all recorded sales 
growth.

The Toyota Hilux led the November market 
with 3,839 sales followed by the Ford 
Ranger with 3,410, the Toyota Corolla in 
third place on 3,245, the Toyota Camry 
(2,957) and the Mazda3 (2,877). 

Toyota was market leader in November 
with 18,162 sales and 18.4 per cent of the 
monthly market, followed by Mazda on 
9,825 (9.9 per cent share), Hyundai on 7,991 
(8.1 per cent), Holden (7,750, 7.8 per cent) 
and Ford (6,827, 6.9 per cent). 

Year to date Toyota is the clear market 
leader with 17.6 per cent share, followed 
by Mazda on 10 per cent, Hyundai (8.8 per 
cent), Holden (8.0) and Ford (6.9).

Key points

• The November 2016 market of 98,937 
new vehicle sales is an increase of 298 
vehicle sales or 0.3% on November 
2015 (98,639). November 2016 (26) had 
one more selling day than November 
2015, which resulted in a decrease of 
140.3 vehicle sales per day.

• The Passenger Vehicle Market is 
down 1,874 vehicle sales (-4.5%) over 
the same month last year; the Sports 
Utility Market is up by 1,466 vehicle 
sales (4.1%); the Light Commercial 
Market is up by 602 vehicle sales 
(3.3%), and the Heavy Commercial 
Vehicle Market is up by 104 vehicle 
sales (3.6%) versus November 2015.

• Toyota was market leader in 
November, followed by Mazda and 
Hyundai. Toyota led Mazda with a 
margin of 8,337 vehicle sales or 8.5 
market share points.

Australia’s top sellers

November 2016
• Toyota Hilux
• Ford Ranger
• Toyota Corolla
• Toyota Camry
• Mazda 3

Year to date
• Toyota Hilux
• Toyota Corolla
• Hyundai i30
• Ford Ranger
• Mazda 3

Top-selling SUVs (year to date)
• Mazda CX-5
• Hyundai Tucson
• Toyota RAV4
• Mazda CX-3
• Mitsubishi ASX
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Porsche aims to sell 20,000 units per 
year worldwide of its first attempt at 
an all-electric car, the Mission E.

The challenger to Tesla’s Model S is not 
due until 2019, although the concept was 
unveiled at the 2015 Frankfurt Auto Show.

With a projected top speed of more than 
250km/h and 600 horsepower, the Mission 
E will go from 0 to 100km/h in 3.5 seconds.

PORSCHE AIMS HIGH WITH FIRST 
ELECTRIC MODEL

It doesn’t have a flux capacitor and we’re 
not sure how quickly it reaches 88 miles 
per hour, but Tesla’s new Model X does 

have falcon-wing doors similar to the 
DeLorean time machine in the 1985 film 
‘Back to the Future’.

The X is seriously quick too, going from 
0 to 100km/h in 3.4 seconds, dispelling 
concerns about the pace of electric cars. 

The X gets an upgrade to a 100kWh 
battery and, unlike the previous Model S, 
is an SUV rather than a sedan. There are 
four different battery capacities, power 
ratings and top speeds. The top-range 
P90D can use its battery power to increase 
acceleration. The range varies from 467km 
to 542km, with a top speed of 250km/h.

The X is currently only available in left-
hand drive, but Australian models will be 
available in 2017. The SUV seats up to seven 
passengers.

The semi-autonomous drive features 
have not changed much from the Model 

TESLA GOES ‘BACK TO THE FUTURE’ 
WITH MODEL X

S. Standard safety features include lane 
departure, sight collision and blind spot 
warnings, as well as parking sensors and 
cruise control. 

Optional features include auto lane 
steering, lane changing, parallel and 
perpendicular auto parking and adaptive 
cruise control.

Tesla predicts Model X will sell well in 
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Australia given the thirst for SUVs here. 

“I’m no forecaster, but based on industry 
figures, the luxury SUV market is five times 
larger than sedans,” said Tesla Australia 
Marketing and Communications Manager, 
Heath Walker.

The Model X starts at $111,800 plus on road 
costs and luxury tax.
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It seems like times are changing quickly in 
the automotive sales area.

Recent announcements include: 

• Amazon has announced you can now, 
completely online, purchase a Fiat in 
Italy and the car will be be delivered to 
your home

• Bit Me Australia (bitme.com.au) will 
arrange for any new car to be delivered 
to your door for an obligation-free test 
drive without ever having to enquire at 
a dealership

• Carzoos has opened two used car 
shopfronts in shopping centres, with 
no cars on display

• EasyAuto123 in Perth is doing haggle-
free pricing and 48-hour money back 
guarantees on a very different way of 
selling cars

• Tesla is selling cars direct to the 
public and bypassing the conventional 
dealership model.

So how long before we see the role of a 
conventional salesperson in a dealership 
become redundant? Or is it already 
redundant?

Every week I visit dealerships with 
conventional sales departments that wait, 
hopefully, for customers to roll through the 
doors, take a test drive, be happy with the 
trade-in price and then do the deal on the 
day.

If it doesn’t happen on the day I hear 
salespeople often get upset because they 

IS THE JOB OF A SALESPERSON GOING 
TO BE REDUNDANT SOON?

Dave Benson  
CEO/Sales Expert, 
Train Retail Sell 
System            

can’t get customers to answer their follow-
up phone calls; their customers are always 
shopping their price seeking an impossible 
price we can’t do, or deciding to put their 
decision off for six months because the 
economy is ‘flat’. 

But are they getting upset because people 
want something different, or is it just the 
game of sales?

Recently I was chatting to a friend who is 
a sales manager for a Flight Centre store 
in Sydney. Now if there was one sales job 
I thought would be redundant in 2016, it 
would have been a travel agent. But no; 
Flight Centre is cranking, even in a highly 
competitive, saturated online market!

So how do they succeed? 

They know they aren’t going to make 
money from selling everyday Sydney to 
Gold Coast flights and accommodation 
packages so, instead, focus their attention 
on specialty tours, products and packages 
you wouldn’t be able to put together on the 
internet because you wouldn’t know where 
to look and what is good.

They are selling the sizzle, the wow, the 
unknown, the uncharted – the stuff you 
didn’t know. 

That’s our job as a car salesperson and will 
be forever. To sell the sizzle of a new car via 
an outstanding test drive and presentation 
of the vehicle and give a price that is 
justifiable based on the value the customer 
sees. 

I’m a big believer in the test drive. The 
touch, feel, smell and look of the car is 
the only thing keeping us in the game as 
salespeople; otherwise the whole process 
would be online. This is the only thing the 
customer can’t get online, so let’s focus on 
that and be flexible on the rest. 

Even while Amazon are now listing cars 
for sale in Italy, more than 97 per cent of 
people surveyed by Amazon still want to 
collect their car from a dealership.

Will services like Bit Me, Amazon, 
Carsales.com.au and the next big thing 
make a change on the way dealerships run? 
Yes, for sure! But if you want to call them 
salespeople or customer service reps or 
product experts, we will still need people to 
introduce products to customers who are 
yet to touch, feel and smell them. 

Let me encourage you to be realistic about 
what’s at the customer’s fingertips online 
(price, stock, reviews) and then excel in 
what’s not. 
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It’s the end of the year and we turn our 
attention to family and perhaps a holiday, 
but 2017 will soon be upon us, with one of 

its major events coming right at the start.

Our American sister organisation, the 
NADA, is celebrating its centenary with an 
exciting Mardis Gras flavour at its annual 
convention to be held in New Orleans from 
January 26-29.

Most of you would be aware that AADA 
runs an annual study tour to the world’s 
largest auto industry convention. Many 
of you have joined us on previous tours 
and appreciated firsthand just what an 
incredible event this is – like the AADA 
Convention on steroids!

Hundreds of exhibitors, thousands of 
Dealers and some of the automotive and 
entertainment industry’s leading speakers 
and performers make NADA one of the 
world’s premier business events in any field.

Keynote speakers in 2017 are comedian 
and best-selling author Jim Gaffigan; 
2016 NADA chairman Jeff Carlson; vice-
chairman Mark Scarpelli, and inspirational 
adaptive snowboarder, Amy Purdy, who 
overcame the loss of her legs, spleen and 
kidneys to rise to the top of her field, 
become a best-selling author, fashion 
designer, model, actress, and the first-ever 
double amputee contestant on Dancing 
With The Stars. 

Mr Carlson will also be the special 
guest speaker at the third annual AADA 
International Industry Relations Dinner. 
A highlight of the tour, AADA will play 
host to this acclaimed gathering of leading 
industry figures from the International 
Dealer Association Working Group.

The Dinner will be held at Galatoire’s 
Restaurant, world-renowned Bourbon 
Street institution dating back to 1905. 
Specialising in French Creole cuisine, the 
restaurant is run by the fourth-generation 
descendants of founder, Jean Galatoire. In 
2004, esteemed culinary organisation the 
James Beard Foundation lauded Galatoire’s 
as the “outstanding restaurant” in the USA. 

AADA delegates will enjoy magnificent 
food, fine wine, outstanding company 
and the opportunity to pick the brains of 
some of the leading minds in the retail 
automotive world.

Another event to look forward to is the 
Official NADA 100 Year Celebration Party. 
Delegates from all over the world will 
celebrate 100 years of the world’s largest 
auto industry association. Held at the 
fabulous Mardi Gras World, with special 
guest band Foreigner, this is a chance to 
network or just let your hair down and 
enjoy the ‘all you can eat, all you can drink’ 
buffet. 

AADA delegates will also celebrate 
Australia Day at the NADA100 Welcome 
Breakfast, at the acclaimed Court of the 
Two Sisters restaurant which features one 
of the most famous courtyards in one of the 
French Quarter’s most historic buildings. 
This will be followed by an exclusive AADA 
NADA premier auto dealership tour.

All this is in addition to the inspiring 
workshops, Super Sessions and hundreds 
of new products and services on display on 
the expo floor of the Convention.

Together with our travel partners 
Corporate Blue, AADA has compiled an 
exciting program for this business-centric 
tour, with ample time devoted to enjoying 
NADA’s celebrations in one of the world’s 
great party cities.

During the four days of the convention, 
delegates will be exposed to the latest 
news, ideas and innovations in the retail 
automotive world, gaining a cutting-edge 
advantage over competitors who don’t 
attend and thus don’t benefit from this 
fabulous opportunity.

Delegates will also enjoy an exclusive 
range of premium add-on benefits that no 
other organisation can match. AADA tour 
participants will stay at the 5-star Omni 
Royal hotel in the heart of the famous 
French Quarter.

Finally, AADA at NADA100 will conclude 
with a Farewell Cocktail Party at the 
famous Pat O’Brien’s Briar Suite. Renowned 
as one of the most fun establishments in 
the world, Pat O’Brien’s was established in 
the early 1900s and combines 18th century 
Spanish architecture with French European 
style. The elegant double parlour features a 
full bar, copper grand piano and a private 
Bourbon Street balcony. 

Don’t miss your chance to be part of this 
historic event! If you’ve ever thought of 
joining us on one of our NADA Study 
Tours, this is the one!

AADANADA
S T U D Y  T O U R  2 0 1 7

NADA
NEW ORLEANS - JANUARY 26-29, 2017

TIME RUNNING OUT TO ATTEND  
NADA100
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Australian Dealers are great 
supporters of the AADA National 
Dealer Convention and are all no 

doubt aware of its American cousin, the 
NADA Convention, but fewer know of the 
European equivalent, which is a great event 
in its own right.

The Automotive Dealer Day Verona is 
Europe’s biggest retail automotive event 
– and the second-largest in the world 
after NADA – and, like our Convention, 
it is designed for Dealers and those in 
associated industries to come together, 
make connections, learn and discover new 
products and services.

Although it is called Automotive Dealer 
Day, it actually runs for three days every 
May. Similar to the AADA and NADA 

OUR EUROPEAN COUSIN
Conventions, it features Dealer meetings, 
guest speakers, round table discussions and 
a vibrant social program, all set in one of 
Europe’s most romantic cities. Everything 
is simultaneously translated into English to 
ensure no-one misses a word.

This year’s program included workshops 
on ‘How Car Dealers are Going to Change 
in the Near Future’, ‘How Technology is 
Changing the Relationship between Cars 
and Customers’, and ‘Omni-Channel 
Distribution and New Ecosystems for the 
Automotive Industry’, plus a Master Class 
in ‘Human Capital as Business Leverage’. 

Special guests included NADA Chairman, 
Jeff Carlson, and Alan Wang, Vice 
President of International Affairs for the 
Chinese Automotive Dealers Association.

The retail automotive landscape is changing 
rapidly, so to have another association 
looking after Dealers’ interests means more 
information to be shared, which is a good 
thing for all of us.

STUDY TOURS       Australian Automotive Dealer Association 

https://www.vivaenergy.com.au/
https://www.vivaenergy.com.au/
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CHRISTMAS PARTIES  
- YOUR DUTY OF CARE

The festive season is nearly here again 
and no doubt many members are 
looking forward to celebrating with 

their employees. Work Christmas functions 
are good for morale, a nice way to say 
thanks for the efforts put in over the year 
and, of course, fun. There are, however, 
a few things you can do to minimise the 
risks that come with any work-related 
celebrations. 

You still have work health and safety 
obligations in relation to anyone who 
attends a work Christmas party, even if it’s 
being held away from the usual place of 
work. There are also the standard, everyday 
employer responsibilities regarding 
potential behavioural problems such as 
harassment, discrimination and other 
disciplinary matters. 

Your duty of care requires you to take 
reasonable steps to ensure the safety of 
attendees. 

WORKPLACE RELATIONS       Australian Automotive Dealer Association 

You should make sure of the following:

• The event should be held at a safe 
venue that is easy to get to and from 
safely. That could include arranging 
transport or just making sure that 
employees can get taxis home. 

• Alcohol consumption should not 
be excessive, and this starts with 
management setting a good example. 
Care and responsibility can also 
include making sure there are 
bartenders to serve employees and/or 
other ways of controlling how much 
individuals consume. It is, of course, 
vital that those serving the drinks 
understand the basic principles of 
responsible service of alcohol. The 
usual rules about not serving minors 
or anyone who is intoxicated apply. It 
is always a good idea to have plenty to 
eat and lots of soft drink alternatives 
available. 

• Just as a work party at an external 
venue can be considered as being ‘at 
work’, your obligations can in some 
circumstances also apply if employees 
decide to ‘kick on’ afterwards. You 

should, therefore, make it clear, in 
writing, that the event ceases at the 
end of the function and that you 
neither condone nor encourage 
any further celebrations. Providing 
transport home at the end of the event 
can help here too. 

• It’s also a good idea to remind staff, 
preferably in writing, about existing 
workplace policies on bullying, sexual 
harassment and discrimination. If you 
don’t yet have a policy on social media, 
now would be a good time to introduce 
one. All staff should be made aware 
that the usual rules on acceptable 
behaviour apply at the Christmas party 
no less than they do at work the rest of 
the year, and this includes responsible 
use of social media.  

If everyone behaves responsibly and treats 
their colleagues with the same respect and 
courtesy as in the workplace, there’s no 
reason why you can’t have a trouble free 
celebration of the end to a hard year’s work. 

Paul Murray  
Industrial Relations 
Officer          
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FAIR WORK COMMISSION ANNUAL 
REPORT

The Fair Work Commission has 
published its Annual Report for the 
2015-16 Financial Year. While the 

report covers all aspects of the work the 
Commission carries out, there are some 
sections that will be of particular relevance 
to our members.

The Four-Yearly Review of Modern Awards 
continues. We have already seen some of 
the results feed down into our Awards. In 
particular, we have seen changes to annual 
leave provisions, and the reintroduction 
of accident pay. This has meant some 
changes in how excessive annual leave is 
dealt with and both Awards now allow 
employees to cash out excess leave. The 
review is expected to be completed next 
year. Other areas that might see changes 
include entitlements of casual and part 
time employees. 

There is also an explanation of how the 
Commission arrived at this year’s increase 
in Award rates. Possibly the most useful 
part of the Annual Report is the data on 

employee claims such as Unfair Dismissal 
and General Protections claims. These 
statistics give employers an idea of what to 
expect should they be unfortunate enough 
to find themselves facing a complaint.

Unfair dismissal claims

The Commission handled 14,694 claims; 
very close to last year’s figure of 14,624 and 
other recent years.

There were 10,850 set down for 
conciliations of which 2,130 were finalised 
before a conciliation conference could be 
held. Of the rest 8,529 settled at conference 
and 2,808 after a conciliation but without 
requiring a hearing or arbitration. 

This means that 79% of these matters 
settled at conciliation, which is identical to 
the last two years. This shows that even if 
a member is unfortunate enough to have 
to deal with a claim, the odds are good 
that it can be settled at conference. MTA 
Queensland can be there to represent and 
assist members. 

Settlements with both a monetary and 
non-monetary component accounted for 
63% of the matters settled, with 15% having 
only a non-monetary component and 0.7% 
resulting in reinstatement of the applicant. 

Typically, non-monetary components can 
include allowing an ex-employee to be 
deemed to have resigned instead of being 
dismissed, or providing a statement of 
service. 

Approximately a third settled for $4,000 or 
less and 60% for under $8,000. 

General protections claims

For the first time figures on conferences 
for General Protections claims involving 
dismissals have been published. Claims 
were down slightly from last year at 3,270.

Three quarters of these resolve without 
having to go to court. Roughly half settled 
at conciliation and 15% were withdrawn 
prior to conference. 

For those that settled in conciliation, 63% 
settled with monetary compensation. Of 
those, 60% were for less than $6,000 and 
82% for less than $15,000. 

Bullying applications

These remained steady at around 700 a 
year. The overwhelming majority were 
settled or withdrawn during the process. 
Less than 8 per cent needed a decision, 
and in only one per cent of cases was it 
necessary for an order to be made. 

Paul Murray  
Industrial Relations 
Officer
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SHARED BY DEALER’S HAPPY CUSTOMERS!

Contact: Vanessa David 
0411 671 477 

vanessa@snap21.com.au

www.snap21.com.au

GET SNAP21
TODAY!

*Based on Snap 21 Results accurate at 12/10/2016. 
Facebook source: PEWresearch.org

http://www.snap21.com.au
http://www.snap21.com.au


Global leaders in parts and service software

BECAUSE SEEING IS BELIEVING
Superservice Triage is an electronic Vehicle Health Check 
system with integrated photo and video capture to help 
increase service sales.

Giving visual evidence of recommended repair work builds trust  
with customers and makes them feel in control of their service  
experience, leading to higher customer satisfaction levels and  
increasing sales conversion rates.

NEXT GENERATION eVHC 
CAPTURE MORE SALES WITH PHOTO & VIDEO EVIDENCE

CALL FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION: 1 800 810 103
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start@superservice.com            www.superservice.com

http://www.superservice.com
http://www.superservice.com
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